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The( link( between( life( course( adversity( and( adverse( health( outcomes( is( well( established,(
particularly( early( life( adversity( (ELA).( There( is( also( evidence( that( the( physiologic( adaptations(
associated(with(stress,(depression(and(ELA(can(be(transmitted(intergenerationally(via(longWterm(
setWpoint(changes(within(the(maternal(hypothalamicWpituitaryWadrenal(axis((HPA).(It(is(unknown(
how( the( type( and( timing( of( maternal( stress( and( adversity( influences( HPA( regulation( during(
pregnancy( and( whether( maternal( coping( attenuates( this( relationship.( Manuscript( 1( was( an(
integrative( review( of( studies( examining( the( association( between( maternal( ELA( and( HPA(
regulation(during(pregnancy.( In(manuscripts(2(and(3( the( findings(of( the(dissertation(study(are(
presented.(The(purpose(of(this(dissertation(was(to(further(examine(how(the(type(and(timing(of(
maternal( adversity( is( linked( to( physiologic( HPA( adaptations( in( pregnancy( and( whether(
psychosocial( processes(moderate( the( relationship( between( life( adversity( and( HPA( regulation.(
From( a( qualitative( perspective,( this( study( examined( how( situational( factors( in( women’s( lives(
influence( their( goals,( motivations,( and( notions( of( health( in( pregnancy.( The( sample( (N( =( 72)(
included( women( in( the( 2nd( trimester( of( a( singleton,( uncomplicated( pregnancy.( The( data(
collected( included( surveys,( interviews,( and( salivary( cortisol( samples.( Quantitative( data( were(
analyzed( using( correlation( and( general( linear( modeling.( Lifetime( stress( was( significantly(
correlated( with( higher( cortisol( during( pregnancy.( Childhood( adversity( accounted( for( cortisol(
elevations( in( the( morning,( while( adult( stress( and( depression( accounted( for( elevated( cortisol(
(
(
levels( in( the(evening.(Women’s(willingness( to(seek(social( support( significantly(attenuated(HPA(
reactivity.(Neither(stress(nor(cortisol(were(associated(with(birth(outcomes.(The(qualitative(study(
found(that(contextual(and(sociodemographic(factors(have(a(profound(influence(on(the(way(that(






































































































































































































































































Pregnancy( is( a( critical( period( in( human( development( and( is( one( of( the( earliest( points( of(
preventative( intervention( in( the(human( lifespan((Halfon(&(Hochstein,(2002).(Characteristics(of(
the( intraWuterine( environment( are( influenced( by( both( maternal( health( behaviors( (Ojha,(
Fainberg,( Sebert,( Budge,( &( Symonds,( 2015)( and( maternal( physiologic( responses( to( stress(
(Entringer( et( al.,( 2012).( These( early( environmental( influences( affect( risk( for( disease( later( in(
childhood( and( adulthood( (Entringer( et( al.,( 2012).( A( report( by( the( Institute( of(Medicine( (IOM)(
(2015)( highlighted( the( role( of(maternal( stress( and( nutrition( prior( to( and( during( pregnancy( as(
important(determinants(of(childhood(health(outcomes(such(as(obesity.(Additionally,(numerous(
objectives( within( Healthy( People( 2020( focus( on( improving( birth( outcomes( (reduce( low( birth(
weight(and(preterm(birth)(and(health(behaviors(during(pregnancy((increase(early(and(adequate(
prenatal( care,( increase( abstinence( from( alcohol,( cigarettes( and( illicit( drugs( during( pregnancy)(
(US( Dept.( of( Health( and( Human( Services,( 2015).( ( Pregnancy( is( an( ideal( time( to( deliver(
interventions( that(promote(positive(health(behaviors( in(women,(which(can(reduce(the(risk( for(
adverse(birth(outcomes(and(disease(later(in(life.(Despite(efforts(to(implement(health(promotion(
interventions( in( prenatal( care( settings,( behaviorWrelated( pregnancy( complications( continue( to(
rise,( such( as( excessive( weight( gain,( gestational( diabetes,( hypertension( and( preterm( birth(
(Blencowe( et( al.,( 2012;( Hutcheon,( Lisonkova,( &( Joseph,( 2011;( Yaktine( &( Rasmussen,( 2009).(
Understanding( the( role( of( stress( and( coping( in( relation( to(maternal( behaviors( and(physiology(
may( provide( new( directions( for( effective( health( behavior( intervention( research( for( pregnant(
women.((
The( study( is( guided( by( life( course( theory( (Elder,( Johnson,( &( Crosnoe,( 2003;( Halfon( &(
Hochstein,(2002)(which(emphasize(the(role(of(risk(and(protective(factors(on(an(individual’s(longW
term(health(and(disease(trajectory(via(transactions(that(occur(between(environmental(contexts(









Stress( prior( to( and( during( pregnancy( is( associated( with( adverse( infant( and( childhood(
outcomes,( including( preterm( birth,( low( birth( weight( ( impaired( cognitive( development,( and(
childhood(behavioral(and(mental(health(disorders((Betts,(Williams,(Najman,(Scott,(&(Alati,(2014;(
Class,(Lichtenstein,(Langstrom,(&(D’Onofrio,(2011;(Khashan(et(al.,(2011;(Kleinhaus(et(al.,(2013;(
Lamb( et( al.,( 2014).( These( outcomes( are( mediated( by( complex( behavioral( and( physiologic(
pathways.( From( a( behavioral( perspective,( stress( diminishes( women’s( engagement( in( positive(
health(behaviors(during(pregnancy,(with(stress(being(one(of(the(most(consistent(and(strongest(
predictors(of(unhealthy( lifestyle( (sedentariness,(overeating,( substance(use,( smoking)(and(poor(
health((APA,(2014;(Kratz(&(Vaughan,(2012).(Among(women(with(high(levels(of(perceived(stress,(
40%( say( they( eat( to( manage( stress,( 21%( say( they( drink( alcohol( and( 19%( report( smoking( to(
manage( stress( (American( Psychological( Association( [APA],( 2014).( Furthermore,( from( a(




The( pattern( of( cortisol( in( pregnancy(maintains( a( diurnal( rhythm,( peaking( in( the(morning(






2010;(Hellgren,( Åkerud,( Skalkidou,(&( SundströmWPoromaa,( 2013;( Jung( et( al.,( 2011).( ( Evidence(
suggests( that( dysregulated( patterns( of( cortisol( regulation( in( pregnant( women( may( be(
represented(by(a(lack(of(normal(morning(attenuation(of(the(cortisol(awakening(response((CAR)(
by( late( pregnancy,( increased( total( cortisol( output( (area( under( the( curve( [AUC]),( and( flatter(
morningWevening(slope.((
Cortisol(dysregulation( is(associated(with(maternal(distress,(shorter(gestation,( restriction(of(
fetal( growth,( ( and( later( childhood( health( outcomes( such( overweight( and( affective( problems(
(Buss,(Entringer,(&(Wadhwa,(2012;(S(Entringer,(Buss,(Andersen,(ChiczWDeMet,(&(Wadhwa,(2011;(
Hohwü(et( al.,( 2015;(Hompes(et( al.,( 2012).(( Furthermore,(dimensions(of( stress,( such(as( timing,(
duration,( severity( and( characteristic(may(have( specific( impacts( on( these(dysregulated( cortisol(
patterns(and(birth(outcomes.(For(example,(evidence(suggests(that(timing(of(stress,(in(the(form(
of( childhood( adversity,( is( associated( with( higher( CAR( in( late( pregnancy( and( higher( evening(




There( is( some( evidence( that( these( HPA( dysregulation( can( be( buffered( by( supportive( social(
environments( (Bublitz,( Parade,( &( Stroud,( 2014;( Mustoe,( Taylor,( Birnie,( Huffman,( &( French,(
2014).((
Chronic(stress,(such(as(poor(neighborhood(quality,(crime,(racial(discrimination(and(poverty(
affect( Black( women( disproportionately( compared( to(White( women,( and(may( help( to( explain(




al.,( 2008).( ( Perceived( pregnancy( specific( stress( has( also( been( linked( to( higher( cortisol( levels(
(Kane,(Schetter,(Glynn,(Hobel,(&(Sandman,(2014).((





Coping( is( defined( as( “constantly( changing( cognitive( and( behavioral( efforts( to( manage(
specific( external( and/or( internal( demands( that( are( appraised( as( taxing( or( exceeding( the(
resources( of( the( person”( (Lazarus( &( Folkman,( 1984,( p.( 141).( The( Brief( COPE( (Carver,( 1997)(
distinguishes(between(14(coping(strategies.( In(the(context(of(pregnancy,(an(active(coping(style(
involves( the(use(of( strategies(such(as(emotional( support,(positive( reframing,(planning,(humor,(
acceptance( and( religion( (Ruiz( et( al.,( 2015).( It( has( been( associated( with( less( distress,( better(
prenatal( care( and( less(weight( gain( during( pregnancy( (Morling,( Kitayama,(&(Miyamoto,( 2003).(
Disengaged( coping,( on( the( other( hand,( involves( strategies( such( as( denial( and( behavioral(
disengagement( (Ruiz(et(al.,(2015)( it(has(been(associated(with(greater(prenatal(distress( (Yali(&(
Lobel,(2002)(and(anxiety((Hamilton(&(Lobel,(2008),(higher(levels(of(the(hormone(corticotrophinW
releasing(hormone( (Latendresse(&(Ruiz,(2011),( and(preterm(birth( (Dole(et(al.,( 2004).( To(date,(
few( studies( have( examined( the( effect( of( coping( on( physiologic( stress( biomarkers( during(
pregnancy,(only(one(of(which(examined(cortisol((Harville,(Savitz,(Dole,(Herring,(&(Thorp,(2009).((
Although( this( large(population( study(did(not( find( significant( correlations(between(cortisol(and(
stress( or( coping,( it( was( methodologically( limited( with( the( use( of( a( oneWtime( cortisol( sample(













smoking( and( drinking( have( become( a( primary(means( for( coping( with( stress( and( adverse( life(
circumstances( (APA,(2014).(Despite(efforts( to(educate(pregnant(women(about( the(benefits(of(
positive( health( behaviors,( rates( of( followWthrough( with( these( recommendations( remain(
stagnant.(Specifically,(rates(of(overweight,(obesity(and(excessive(weight(gain(during(pregnancy(
have( reached( an( allWtime( high( (Yaktine( &( Rasmussen,( 2009)( and( rates( of( smoking( during(
pregnancy(have(changed(little(over(the(last(couple(decades((Ebrahim,(Floyd,(Merritt(II,(Decoufle,(





have( large( for( gestational( age( or( macrosomic( neonates( (Athukorala,( Rumbold,( Willson,( &(







pregnancy( is( often( a( source( of( more( guilt( and( perceived( stress,( perpetuating( a( behavioralW
emotional(feedback(cycle(that(makes(the(behavior(even(more(difficult(to(change((Murray,(Small,(
&(Burrage,(2014).(High(stress(levels(have(been(associated(with(lower(tobacco(abstinence(rates,(
and( evidence( suggests( that(women( face( different( barriers( and( stressors( than(men( related( to(
quitting,( such( as( higher( rates( of( depression( and( greater(weightWrelated( concerns( (Centers( for(
Disease( Control( and( Prevention( [CDC],( 2012).( ( Smoking( during( pregnancy( is( associated( with(
numerous( adverse( effects( including( multipleWorgan( birth( defects( (Hackshaw,( Rodeck,( &(
Boniface,(2011)(and(restricted(fetal(organ(growth((Anblagan(et(al.,(2013).(((
Furthermore,( 7.6%( of( pregnant( women( report( alcohol( use( during( the( prior( 30( days,( and(
1.4%( report( binge( drinking( (CDC,( 2012),( ( although( these( selfWreport( estimates( are( likely( to( be(
underestimates.(Additionally,(nearly(a(quarter((22%)(of(pregnant(women(do(not(take(a(folic(acid(
supplement((Branum,(Singer,(&(Bailey,(2012).((
Health( behavior( interventions( based( on( patient( education( alone,( such( as( individual(
counseling(and(distribution(of(health( information,(have(demonstrated( limited(effects( (Filion(et(
al.,(2011;(Guelinckx,(Devlieger,(Mullie,(&(Vansant,(2010;(Kinnunen(et(al.,(2007).(A(recent(metaW
analysis(of( randomizedWcontrolled( intervention(studies( (N(=(44(studies)(examined(the(effect(of(
weight( control( interventions( during( pregnancy( (Thangaratinam( et( al.,( 2012).( ( Overall,( the(
analysis( found(that(participants( in(weight(control( interventions(gained(a(modest(1.4(kilograms(
less(than(control(participants,(and(no(differences(were(found(in(meeting(IOM(pregnancy(weight(




randomized( controlled( studies( examining( smoking( cessation( counseling( during( pregnancy( did(
not( find( evidence( to( suggest( that( these( interventions(were( effective( in( promoting( abstinence(
(Filion(et(al.,(2011).(Alternatively,(addressing(women’s(strategies( for(coping(with(stress,( rather(
than( lack( of( knowledge,(may( be( a( better( target( for( improving( engagement( in( positive( health(
behaviors((Wright(et(al.,(2013).(
While(many( studies( have( established( evidence( of( the( adverse( effects( of( stress( (Wadhwa,(
Entringer,(Buss,(&(Lu,(2011),((poor(health(behaviors((Alhusen,(Gross,(Hayat,(&(Sharps,(2012)(and(
cortisol( (Buss( et( al.,( 2009)( on( birth( outcomes,( few( studies( exist( to( establish( evidence( of( the(
specific( relationship( of( cortisol( regulation( during( pregnancy( with( the( various( dimensions( of(
lifetime( stress.( Additionally,( it( is( unknown(whether( coping( attenuates( the( effects( of( stress( on(
cortisol(regulation,(health(behaviors(and(birth(outcomes((see(Figure(1).((
Figure(1(presents(a(model(of( the(proposed(study(based(on( these( theoretical(perspectives,(

























early! life! adversity! (ELA)! via! hypothalamicRpituitaryRadrenal! (HPA)! axis! dysregulation! during!
pregnancy.! Data! Sources:! A! comprehensive! literature! search! of! PubMed,! CINAHL,! and!
PsychINFO! databases! using! variants! of! the! keywords! childhood,! violence,! abuse,! trauma,!
pregnancy,!HPA!and!cortisol.!!Study!Selection:!Titles!and!abstracts!were!reviewed,!and!fullRtext!
articles!retrieved!and!analyzed!that!met!the!inclusion!criteria:!1)!pregnant!or!recently!delivered,!
2)! included! a! measure! of! HPA! axis! pathway! (cortisol,! ACTH,! CRH)! or! genetic! /! enzymatic!
regulators!of!the!HPA!axis,!3)!measure!of!maternal!early!life!adversity!and!4)!published!in!English!
in! a! peerRreviewed! databased! journal! with! unrestricted! publication! date.! Data! Extraction:!
Extracted!data! included! study!author,!design,! sample! size,!methods!and!measures,! and!major!
findings! with! regard! to! maternal! biomarkers! and! newborn! outcomes.! Data! Synthesis:! An!
integrative!review!was!conducted!as!described!by!Whittemore!and!Knafl!(2005).!Results:!Eleven!
articles! were! included! in! the! review,! examining! either! cortisol! or! corticotrophin! releasing!
hormone.!No!articles!were!found!using!other!HPA!biomarkers.!Conclusion:!There!is!a!small,!but!
growing! body! of! literature! on! the! longRlasting! effects! of! early! life! adversity! on! HPA! axis!









involved! in! regulating! the! hypothalamicRpituitaryRadrenal! axis! (HPA)! (Anacker,! O’Donnell,! &!
Meaney,!2014;!Parrott!et!al.,!2014;!Turecki!&!Meaney,!2016).!Periods!such!as!fetal!development!
and! early! childhood! are! times! most! susceptible! to! adverse! experiences! such! as! childhood!
maltreatment,! abuse,! neglect! and! exposure! to! violence.! ELA! negatively! impacts! children’s!
capacity!for!learning,!regulating!behavior,!and!later!health!outcomes!(Shonkoff!&!Garner,!2012).!
The!relationship!between!ELA!and!adult!health!outcomes!is!strong!and!graded,!such!that!greater!
exposure! to!adversity! leads! to!greater!health! risks! later! in! life! (Felitti! et! al.,! 1998).! Individuals!
with!six!or!more!adverse!childhood!experiences!die!on!average!20!years!earlier!than!those!who!
do! not! experience! any! childhood! exposures.! Furthermore,! the! CDC! (2016)! estimates! that! the!
lifetime! cost! of! child!maltreatment! is! 124! billion! dollars! due! to! lost! productivity,! health! care!
costs,!special!education,!child!welfare,!and!criminal!justice.!
There! is! also! evidence! that! the! effects! of! early! adversity! experienced! by! parents!may! be!
passed! on! intergenerationally! to! their! offspring! via! psychological,! biological,! biophysical,! and!
behavioral!mechanisms!(Buss!et!al.,!2017).!The!effects!of!ELA!on!women!is!of!particular!concern!
due! to! potential! alterations! that! may! manifest! during! pregnancy! within! the! gestational!
environment!(Seckl!&!Holmes,!2007).!In!addition,!women!typically!have!much!influence!over!the!
postnatal! environment! as! primary! caregivers.! Childhood! maltreatment! is! associated! with!
numerous! health! risks! for! women,! including! substance! abuse,! depression,! suicide! attempt,!






trauma! have! infants! with! lower! birth! weight,! greater! negative! affect,! and! shorter! gestations!
(Smith,! Gotman,! &! Yonkers,! 2016).! Research! shows! that! severe! sexual! and! physical! abuse! in!
childhood! is! associated! with! up! to! a! 2Rfold! increased! risk! for! preterm! birth! (Christiaens,!
Hegadoren,!&!Olson,!2015).!!The!complexity!of!the!biological!processes!linking!ELA!and!adverse!
birth! outcomes! are! now! beginning! to! emerge! (Kalmakis,! Meyer,! Chiodo,! &! Leung,! 2015;!
Nusslock!&!Miller,!2016).!
Dysregulation!of! the! hypothalamicRpituitaryRadrenal! (HPA)! axis! is! one!of! the!most! studied!
biological! links!between!ELA!and!lasting!health!outcomes!(Tarullo!&!Gunnar,!2006).! In!women,!
ELA! is! linked! to!HPA!dysregulation.!Women!with!ELA!have!greater!cortisol! reactivity! to! stress,!
higher! incidence! of! depression! and! postRtraumatic! stress! symptoms,! lower! psychological!
resilience,!excessive!alcohol!use,!insecure!attachment,!reRvictimization,!and!altered!selfRschemas!
(Gallo!et!al.,!2017;!Hannan,!Orcutt,!Miron,!&!Thompson,!2017;!KayeRTzadok!&!DavidsonRArad,!
2017;! Lee!&! Chen,! 2017;!Mielock,!Morris,! &! Rao,! 2017;! Stanton,!Meston,! &! Boyd,! 2017;! TillR
Tentschert,!2017;!Zietlow!et!al.,!2017).!
Nurses!have! long! recognized! the! importance!of! addressing!psychosocial! issues! in!prenatal!
care,!especially!issues!such!as!intimate!partner!violence,!abuse!and!depression!during!pregnancy!
(Cole,! Scoville,!&!Flynn,!1996;! Sperlich!et! al.,! 2017;! Tilden,!1983).!Rarely!do! these! issues!arise!









Child!maltreatment! is!one!of! the!most!damaging!and!chronic! forms!of!early! life!adversity,!
and! is! defined!as! an! act!of! commission! (i.e.! physical,! sexual,! or! emotional! abuse)!or!omission!




women! are! at! risk! for! experiencing! lifelong! emotional,! relational! and! physiologic! effects! as! a!
result,! including! depression,! intimate! partner! violence! and! physiologic! dysregulation! across!
body!systems! (Kendler!&!Aggen,!2014;!Lee,!Coe,!&!Ryff,!2017;!Mccloskey,!2016),!with!specific!
effects! on!women’s! pregnancy! health! and! outcomes! (Cammack! et! al.,! 2011;! Records! &! Rice,!
2009;!Smith!et!al.,!2016;!Winn!et!al.,!2003).!
The! intergenerational! transmission!of!ELA!refers! to! the!negative!relational!and!physiologic!
effects! that! are! transmitted! to! offspring! of! parents!who! have! been!maltreated! or! experience!
other! severe! adversity! as! children! (Buss! et! al.,! 2017;! Widom! &! Wilson,! 2015).! While! the!
relational! aspects! of! intergenerational! transmission! have! been! a! topic! of! interest! among!
psychologists! for!several!decades!(e.g.!cycles!of!abuse!and!reRenactment!of!relational!patterns!
within!families)!(Bartlett,!Kotake,!Fauth,!&!Easterbrooks,!2017;!Cicchetti!&!Rizley,!1981;!Main!&!
Goldwyn,! 1984;! Zeanah! &! Zeanah,! 1989),! more! recent! focus! has! been! on! the! additional!
biological! effects! of! maternal! childhood! maltreatment! transmitted! to! offspring! via! the!
gestational!environment!during!pregnancy!(Buss!et!al.,!2017).!!





corticotrophinRreleasing! hormone! (CRH)! from! the! paraventricular! nucleus! of! hypothalamus! to!
the!anterior!pituitary.!The!pituitary! then!responds!by! releasing!ACTH!and!!endorphin.!ACTH!
circulates! systemically! where! it! cues! the! adrenal! glands! to! release! cortisol.! Cortisol! then!
disperses! and! binds! to! glucocorticoid! receptors! in! tissues! throughout! the! body! to! mobilize!
energy! stores! and! prepare! to! fight! or! flee.! Cortisol! exerts! negative! feedback! on! the!
hypothalamus!and!pituitary!to!decrease!further!stimulation!of!cortisol!secretion.!Dysregulation!








in! response! to! rising! cortisol! levels,! resulting! in! a! positive! feedback! loop! between! maternal!
cortisol! and!placental!CRH.!Because!of! the! increases! in! cortisol!over! the! course!of!pregnancy,!
downRregulation! of! maternal! hypothalamic! CRH! occurs,! and! the! overall! maternal! stress!
response! is! dampened.! Maternal! response! to! elicited! stressors! is! attenuated! as! gestation!
advances,! including! both! perceived! psychological! stress! and! sympathoRadrenal! medullary!
response! (i.e.! heart! rate! and! blood! pressure)! (Entringer! et! al.,! 2010).! Cortisol! awakening!





2010).! The! dampened!maternal! stress! response! in! late! pregnancy!may! serve! as! a! protective!
mechanism!against!severe!stressors!in!late!gestation!(Entringer!et!al.,!2010).!!
Maternal!cortisol!partially!crosses!the!placenta!and!is! involved!in!fetal!brain!growth,!organ!
development! and! timing! of! delivery! (Buss! et! al.,! 2009).! As! such,! cortisol! helps! to! ensure! that!
delivery! occurs! when! the! fetus’s! organs! are! mature! and! developed! enough! to! survive! as! a!
newborn! (Mesiano,! 2016).! Therefore,! alterations! in! the!mother’s! HPA! axis! functioning! during!
pregnancy,! and! transport!of! cortisol! across! the!placenta!has! ramifications! for!development!of!
the!fetus.!It!is!for!this!reason!that!the!longRterm!maternal!HPA!alterations!related!to!childhood!
maltreatment!are!significant!for!pregnancy!and!fetal!programming.!!!
Dysregulation! in! the!maternal!HPA!axis!during!pregnancy! is! implicated! in!numerous!shortR!
and!longRterm!health!consequences!in! infants,! including!negative!infant!affect,!poor!emotional!
regulation,!and!altered!cardiac!vagal!control! (Bolten!et!al.,!2013a;!Bosquet!Enlow!et!al.,!2017;!
Rash,! Campbell,! Letourneau,! &! Giesbrecht,! 2015).! Dysregulation! of! maternal! cortisol! during!
pregnancy! has! also! been! linked! with! structural! brain! deficits! in! infants,! impaired! cognitive!
performance! in! children! (Davis,! Head,! Buss,! &! Sandman,! 2017)! and! child! psychopathology!
(Isaksson,!Lindblad,!Valladares,!&!Högberg,!2015).!Structural!brain!alterations!are!also!evident!in!
newborns!prior!to!exposure!to!the!postnatal!caregiving!context!(Buss!et!al.,!2016).! In!contrast,!
other! studies!have! found! that!higher!maternal! cortisol! levels! in! the! third! trimester!have!been!










health! effects! in! adults! have! been! previously! reviewed! (Shea,! Walsh,! MacMillan,! &! Steiner,!
2005),! we! are! not! aware! of! any! reviews! that! have! integrated! findings! specific! to! pregnancy!
biomarkers!of!HPA!axis!functioning!as!they!relate!to!ELA!history.!The!purpose!of!this!article!is!to!
review! the!body!of! literature! linking!women’s!experience!of!ELA!with! later!HPA!dysregulation!
during!pregnancy.!!We!will!provide!a!definition!for!HPA!dysfunction!as!a!concept!based!on!the!
evidence!available,!as!well!as!review!the!theories!and!methods!that!are!currently!being!used!to!
support! this! line! of! research.! Since! ELA! is! closely! associated!with! depression! and! adversity! in!
adulthood,!we!also!examined!how!depression!factors!into!the!results.!Finally,!we!will!discuss!the!




An! integrative! review!was! conducted! as! described! by!Whittemore! and! Knafl! (2005).! This!
approach!includes!stages!of!problem!identification,!literature!search,!data!evaluation,!and!data!





keywords! childhood,! violence,! abuse,! trauma,! pregnancy,! HPA! and! cortisol.! Articles! were!





history! of! ELA.! Articles! also! needed! to! be! published! in! English! in! a! peerRreviewed,! databased!







Sampling! methods! for! cortisol! collection! included! saliva,! plasma! and! hair,! while! CRH! was!
measured!in!plasma.!!!
A! majority! of! the! studies! were! conducted! with! samples! of! mostly! lowRincome! minority!
women! living! in! the!United!States,!with! the!exception!of!one!study!conducted! in!Canada,!and!
one!study!conducted!in!Germany.!The!mean!age!of!participants!in!nonRUS!studies!tended!to!be!
older! (32! years)! than! participants! in! the! USRbased! studies! (26! years).! All! studies! were!
prospective!and!included!observational!(n!=!5)!or!longitudinal!designs!(n!=!5)!(see!Table!1).!One!
study! utilized! a! matched! caseRcontrol! design! comparing! women! with! term! and! preterm!
deliveries.!!Samples!sizes!ranged!from!small!pilot!studies!(N!=!17)!to!larger!studies!(N!=!295).!All!
were! conducted!with!pregnant!women!20!weeks!gestation!or! later,!except! two! studies!which!








Early! life! adversity!was!measured! using! either! the! Adverse! Childhood! Experiences! Survey!
(ACES)!(Dube!et!al.,!2003),!Childhood!Trauma!Questionnaire!(CTQ)!(Bernstein!&!Fink,!1998),!or!
the!Stress!and!Adversity!Inventory!(STRAIN)!(Slavich!&!Epel,!2010).!Ten!of!the!items!in!the!ACES!
were! derived! from! the! CTQ,! and! therefore! the! scales! are! very! comparable.! The! STRAIN! is! a!










and! sexual! abuse! and! physical! and! emotional! neglect.! The! CTQ! uses! a! 5Rpoint! frequency! of!
occurrence!scale!ranging!from!1!(never!true)!to!5!(very!often!true).!The!ACES!also!includes!items!
on! physical,! emotional! and! sexual! abuse! and! physical! and! emotional! neglect,! as! well! as!
household!dysfunction.!Most!response!options!ranging!from!1!(never)!to!5!(very!often).!For!both!
scales,!scores!in!each!category!are!summed.!Early!studies!using!the!ACES!summed!the!number!
of! categories! of! abuse! that! were! experienced! (rather! than! total! scores! across! all! items),! and!
demonstrated!a!graded!association!such!that!the!more!categories!of!abuse!were!associated!with!
worse!health!outcomes! (Felitti!et!al.,!1998).!Only! two!studies! included! in! this! review!analyzed!






using! a! categorical! approach,! two! studies! analyzed! sexual! and! physical! abuse! together! as! a!
separate!category!from!other!types!of!abuse!(Bublitz,!Bourjeily,!VergaraRLopez,!&!Stroud,!2016;!
Schreier! et! al.,! 2016),!while! another! two! articles! analyzed! sexual! abuse! separately! from! nonR
sexual! abuse! (Bublitz! &! Stroud,! 2012b,! 2013).! The! remaining! five! articles! analyzed! childhood!
maltreatment! as! a! total! score! on! a! continuous! scale.! Overall,! three! main! approaches! to!
analyzing! abuse!were! used:! summed! categories! of! abuse,! continuous! scores,! or! dichotomous!
groups.!
Biomarker+Collection+and+Analysis+
Two! key! hormones!within! the!HPA! axis!were! examined!within! the! reviewed! studies:! CRH!!
and! cortisol.! Only! one! study! (Moog! et! al.,! 2016)! examined! CRH! in! relation! to! ELA.! The! 10!
remaining! studies! used! cortisol! as! a! biomarker,! measured! in! either! saliva,! hair! or! plasma.!
Cortisol! is!described!by!three!types!of!parameters:!cortisol!response,!cortisol!recovery!or!total!
daily!cortisol!production.!Dysregulated!HPA!systems!are!characterized!by!blunted,!excessive,!or!
prolonged! responses! (McEwen,! 1998).! The! response! and! recovery! estimates! are! typically!
measured! using! saliva! collection! over! time.! The! natural! diurnal! rhythm! is! measured! as! a!
responseRrecovery! dynamic,! characterized! by! a! cortisol! awakening! response! (CAR)! typically!
occurring!30! to!45!minutes!after!awakening! (Sandman!et!al.,! 2006).! The!CAR! is! followed!by!a!
gradual!decrease,!or!diurnal!slope,!over!the!course!of!the!day!with!cortisol!levels!dropping!much!
lower!than!morning!baseline!level.!!
An!estimated!80%! to!90%!of!maternal! cortisol! is!metabolized!by! the!placental!enzyme!11!
betaRhydroxysteroid! dehydrogenase! type! 2! (11βRHSD)! (Gitau,! Cameron,! Fisk,!&!Glover,! 1998).!!




cortisol! levels! accounting! for! 40%! of! the! variance! of! fetal! levels! (Gitau! et! al.,! 1998).! ! Several!
recent! studies! have! examined! how! various! maternal! factors! downRregulate,! or! decrease! the!
efficiency! by!which! 11βRHSD!oxidates! cortisol.! These! factors! include!maternal! depression! and!
anxiety,!infection,!and!substance!abuse.!Maternal!stress!also!influences!epigenetic!alterations!in!
the! expression! of! the! 11βRHSD! enzyme,! resulting! in! greater! levels! of! maternal! cortisol!












method! of! ecological!momentary! assessment!was! used! by! one! study! (Bublitz! et! al.,! 2016)! to!
assess!women’s!cortisol!response!to!naturally!occurring!daily!stressors.!In!this!method,!women!
were! sent! texts! at! semiRrandom! intervals! throughout! the! day,! and! asked! to! rate! their!
momentary!level!of!stress.!Thirty!minutes!following!the!initial!text,!another!text!was!sent!asking!






Another! naturalistic!measure! of! cortisol! response! is! the!morning! response! that! occurs! in!
relation!to!prior!day!stress,!or!the!evening!recovery!that!occurs! in!relation!to!sameRday!stress.!
Bublitz!and!Stroud!(2013)!found!that!women!who!have!experienced!childhood!sexual!abuse!had!
greater!morning!cortisol! in! relation! to!prior!day! stress!and!greater!evening!cortisol! in! relation!
with!sameRday!stress,!both!suggesting!a!prolonged!cortisol!response.!!
In! pregnant!women,! a! unique! aspect! of! cortisol! regulation! is! that! the! CAR! attenuates,! so!
that!the!size!of!the!increase!from!awakening!to!30!minutes!after!awakening!gradually!decreases!
towards! the! end! of! gestation! (Entringer! et! al.,! 2010).! Bublitz! and! Stroud! (2012)! found! that!
women!who!had!experienced!childhood! sexual! abuse!did!not!have! the!normal!attenuation!of!
CAR,!but!rather!an!increasing!CAR!in!late!gestation!(35!weeks)!compared!to!nonRabused!women.!
Not! only! this,! but! they! found! that! sexual! abuse!was! particularly! unique! in! that! the! CAR! also!





Another! estimate! is! total! cortisol,! measured! either! by! calculating! area! under! the! curve!
based!on!multiple!salivary!sampling!points!throughout!one!or!more!days!or!through!hair!cortisol!
analyses.!One!study!using!saliva! found!that! total!daily!cortisol!as!measured!by!area!under! the!
curve! (AUC)!was! not! associated!with! abuse! history! in! pregnant! adolescents,! although! cortisol!





Plasma+ Cortisol.! A! recent! study! examining! a! single! sample! of! plasma! cortisol! in! African!
American!pregnant!women!at! 30!weeks! gestation! found! that! childhood! stress!was! associated!
with!higher! cortisol! levels,!and! further,! that! cortisol! levels!mediated! the! relationship!between!
certain! subtypes! of! stress! (interpersonal! loss! and! physical! danger)! and! the! timing! of! birth.!
Among!women!who! delivered! spontaneously,! the! timing! of! birth! occurred! 7.5! days! earlier! if!
they! had! experienced! levels! of! childhood! stress! reaching! two! standard! deviations! above! the!
mean.! This! study! was! particularly! well! designed! in! that! it! controlled! for! levels! of! adulthood!
stress.! In! contrast! to!childhood!stress,!adulthood!stress!was!not!associated!with! the! timing!of!
birth.!Nor!did!adulthood!stress!affect! the! relationship!between!childhood!stress!and!timing!of!
birth.! This! finding! is! in! contrast! to! a! number! of! other! studies! suggesting! that! stress! during!






each! centimeter! of! hair! represented! one! month! of! hair! growth.! Nine! centimeters! of! hair!
collected! shortly! after! birth! provides! an! estimate! of! total! cortisol! over! the! entire! pregnancy!
(Schreier,!Enlow,!Ritz,!Gennings,!&!Wright,!2015).!!!



















maltreatment! was! associated! with! elevated! dehydroepiandrosterone! (DHEA)! in! hair,! but! not!
cortisol!for!both!mothers!and!infants!(Schury!et!al.,!2017).!This!is!in!agreement!with!the!study!by!
Schreier!et!al.!(2015)! in!that!child!maltreatment!is!not!associated!with!elevated!hair!cortisol! in!




In! this! review,!we!also!examined!whether! studies! included!depression!as!a! covariate,! and!
how!this!related!to!both!biological!and!traumaRrelated!measures.!The!majority!of!studies!(n!=!7)!
reported!measuring!depression.!Two! studies! reported!no!difference! in! levels!of!depression!or!
daily! stress! between! abused! and! nonRabused! groups! (Bublitz! et! al.,! 2016;! Bublitz! &! Stroud,!




mediumRsized! correlations! between! child! abuse! and! depression! in! pregnancy! (Walsh! et! al.,!
2016).!Bublitz,!Parade,!and!Stroud!(2014;!2013)!reported!depression!levels!in!relation!to!cortisol,!
and! found! that! depression! did! not! predict! cortisol! levels! or! CAR! over! time,! while! childhood!
sexual! abuse!did! predict! increasing!CAR!over! the!duration!of! pregnancy.! Similarly,! Shea! et! al.!
found! that! childhood! trauma! explained! 12%! of! the! variance! of! awakening! cortisol,! while!
symptoms! of! anxiety! and! depression! during! the! current! pregnancy!were! not! associated!with!
cortisol.!Walsh!et!al.!(2016)!also!found!that!cortisol!AUC!during!second!and!third!trimesters!was!
neither!associated!with!depression!nor!childhood!trauma.!!
Bublitz! and! Stroud! (2013)! found! that! childhood! sexual! abuse! moderated! the! association!
between! selfRreported! stress! levels! and! evening! cortisol! levels,! such! that! sexually! abused!
women!had!higher!cortisol!levels!in!the!evening!as!daily!stress!increased.!This!study!also!found!
that!prior!day!stress!was!associated!with!cortisol!at!30!minutes!after!awaking!the!next!day.!As!
prior! day! stress! increased,! abused! women! had! higher! cortisol! levels! in! the! morning.! These!
authors! suggest! that! altered! cortisol! response! to! stress! during! pregnancy!may! link! childhood!
abuse!(especially!sexual!abuse)!and!adverse!neonatal!outcomes!(Bublitz!&!Stroud,!2013).!
Only!one!study!measured!both!childhood!and!adulthood!stress.!This!study!found!that!only!





of! childhood! experiences! on! pregnancy! outcomes.! In! one! study! looking! at! childhood! sexual!








that!pregnant!adolescents!who!experienced!high! levels!of!abuse,!but! low! levels!of!depression!
during!pregnancy!had!lower!levels!of!inflammation!(i.e.!ILR6)!compared!to!abused!counterparts!
with! high! levels! of! depression.! These! findings! point! to! the! possibility! that! better! family!
functioning! and! healthy! mood! during! pregnancy! could! mitigate! the! dysregulating! effects! of!
childhood!abuse!on!HPA!functioning!in!adulthood.!!
Relation+to+Immune+System+
Only! one! study! reported! the! results! of! cortisol! in! relation! to! immune! factors! during!
pregnancy! (Walsh! et! al.,! 2016).! The! study! included! a! sample! of! mostly! Latina! adolescents.!
Cortisol! was! significantly! associated!with! levels! of! ILR6! during! the! second! trimester! (r! =! 0.21,!
p<0.05).! Abuse! and! depression! did! not! predict! levels! of! immune! factors! (i.e.! ILR6! and! CRP)! in!
pregnancy.!Although,!an!interaction!effect!was!found!between!depression!and!childhood!abuse!
such!that!adolescents!who!were!severely!abused!as!children!and!were!more!depressed!during!




There! were! mixed! results! among! the! studies! that! reported! on! neonatal! birth! outcomes.!
Several!studies!did!not!find!an!association!between!childhood!abuse!and!birth!outcomes!such!as!
gestational!age!at!delivery,!birth!weight!or!Apgar! scores! (!Bublitz!et!al.,!2016,!2014;!Bublitz!&!




found! that! higher! levels! of! childhood! stress! predicted! shorter! gestation! and! that! this!
relationship!was!mediated!by!plasma!cortisol!levels.!Furthermore,!Karakash!et!al.!(2016)!found!






are! specific! to! pregnancy! (i.e.! lack! of! attenuation! of! CAR! and! increases! in! CRH! towards! late!
gestation),! although! not! all! studies! found! significant! relationships! between! ELA! and! cortisol.!!
Collectively! these! studies! suggest! a! pattern! of! dysregulation! in! which! the! diurnal! pattern! of!
cortisol! over! the! trajectory!of! pregnancy!does!not! follow! typical! patterns!of! CAR!attenuation,!
while! at! the! same! showing! a! blunted! response! to! acute,! momentary! stressors,! and! lower!
baseline!morning!levels.!This!small!but!growing!body!of!literature!on!the!longRlasting!effects!of!
ELA!on!HPA!axis!regulation!demonstrates!that!there!are!several!pregnancy!specific!changes!that!
occur! during! pregnancy! including! markedly! increased! levels! of! CRH,! ACTH,! and! cortisol! in!
pregnancy,!as!well!as!a!downRregulation!of!the!capacity!for!the!maternal!HPA!axis!to!respond!to!
stressors.! In! women! who! have! experienced! ELA! in! the! form! of! childhood! maltreatment,!
particularly! sexual! abuse,! HPA! regulation! is! altered! in! several! distinct! ways! that! suggest! a!
dynamic! and! complex! relationship! between! abuse! and! HPA! regulation,! including! dampened,!
heighted!or!prolonged!responses!to!stress.!!!
Only! a! few! of! the! reviewed! studies! found! significant! results! in! regard! to! depression.! This!




lower! socioeconomic! populations.! The! baseline! levels! of! depression! could! be! higher! in! these!
women! related! to! current! challenges! and! living! situations,! regardless! of! their! experience! of!
childhood! adversity.! High! levels! of! depression! across! the! sample! may! have! masked! the!
association!between!early!childhood!adversity!and!depression.!Also,!the!null!findings!could!have!
been! due! to! the! use! of! depression! as! a! continuous! variable! in! the! analyses,! rather! than!
dichotomous.! Prior! studies! have! shown! that! dichotomous! analysis! of! depression! results! in!
larger,!more!significant!effect!sizes!(Grote!et!al.,!2010).!!
Variable! methods! of! HPA! biomarkers! were! used! across! studies.! Although! standardized!
measures!are! typically!desired,! in! the!case!of!HPA!there!are!several!aspects!of! regulation!that!
make! up! a! broader! picture! of! HPA! function.! Thus,! the! variety! of! cortisol!measures! serves! to!
enhance! the! findings! by! providing!multiple! points! of! abuseRrelated! alteration.! Across! studies!




been! abused! or! experienced! trauma! during! childhood.! These!women! are!more! likely! to! have!





maternal! depression,! suggesting! that! intergenerational! transmission! occurs! through! pathways!
outside!of!postnatal!psychosocial! risks!such!as!maternal!mood!or!parenting!practices!(Esteves,!




overweight!and!obesity! (Roberts!et!al.,!2014).! In!pregnant!women,!ELA! is!also!associated!with!
infection,! even! after! controlling! for! current! stress! and! adversity! (Cammack! et! al.,! 2011),!
suggesting!perhaps!a!superseding!effect!of!early!adversity!over!adult!adversity.!!
Several! interdisciplinary! lines!of! theory!converge! to!underlie! the!scope!of! this! review.!The!
first! is! the! notion! of! biological! embedding,! with! regard! to! both! maternal! ELA! and! the! HPA!
impacts!on!the!fetus.!The!biological!embedding!of!maternal!childhood!maltreatment! is! further!
explained! by! the! theories! of! allostasis! and! allostatic! load! (McEwen,! 1998).! Allostasis! is! the!
resetting! of! physiologic! setRpoints! as! an! adaptive! response! to! recurrent! or! chronic! stress!





the! stress! preceding! allostatic! load! is! referred! to! as! toxic! stress! (Shonkoff! et! al.,! 2012).! Over!
time,! toxic! stress! leads! to! allostatic! load! across!multiple,! interdependent! physiologic! systems,!
central!of!which!is!the!HPA!axis.!!
The!biological!embedding!of!maternal!ELA!leads!to!allostatic!load!reflected!in!the!HPA!axis.!
The!HPA!axis! is! an! important! source!of! information! transmitted!via! the!placenta! to! the! fetus.!
From! an! evolutionary! perspective,! this! hormonal! information! from! the! mother! encourages!
certain!trajectories!of!neural,!hormonal,!and!organ!system!growth.!During!this!critical!period!of!








Early! programming! ideally! would! serve! in! the! interest! of! fetal! survival! in! extraRuterine! life.!
However,! these!early! junctures! in! the! fetus’s!developmental! trajectory!may!not!align!with! the!
actual! environment! encountered.! In! this! case,! the!prenatal! period!becomes! an!early! origin!of!
childhood!and!adult!disease!and!psychopathology!(Buss!et!al.,!2012;!Gluckman!&!Hanson,!2006).!!
In!many! cases! there! is! a!mismatch! between! the! types! of! stress! the! fetus! is! prepared! for!
versus! what! types! of! stress! are! actually! encountered.! Fetus’s! who! are! primed! during! the!
prenatal!period!to!have!a!highly!functioning!and!very!reactive!HPA!system!are!born!into!a!world!
in! which! composure,! emotional! stability! and!mental! focus! are! the! traits! needed! for! success.!
Generally!speaking,!a!hyperRreactive!HPA!axis!will!not!foster!such!needed!qualities!in!offspring,!
but!rather!will!predispose!children!to!higher!rates!of!externalizing!disorders!such!as!ADHD.!The!
underlying! assumption! is! that! having! a! relatively! normal! stress! response! is! a! prerequisite! for!
normal!human!behavior!and!response!to!stress!(Pereira!&!Meijer,!2017).!!
Child! brain! development! is! further! influenced! by! the! relationalR! and! attachmentRrelated!
repercussions! of!maternal! early! life! stress! by! reducing! the! quality! of!maternal! caregiving! and!






children! are! more! often! than! not! the! victims! or! witnesses! to! multiple! types! of! violence!












array! of! victimization! experiences! in! childhood,! such! as! bullying,! domestic! violence,! family!
dysfunction!and!witness!to!other!violent!events!during!childhood.!!
Also,! these! studies! do! not! shed! light! on! the! mechanisms! by! which! changes! in! HPA!
biomarkers!occur,!which!is!likely!multifactorial.!Maltreatment!affects!every!aspect!of!life.!While!
initial!response!to!trauma!leads!to!a!stress!response,!over!time,!this!mechanism!becomes!worn!















years,!more! specific! aspects! of!HPA! regulation! have! been! examined!besides! simple! underR! or!
overRactivity! (i.e.! high! or! low! levels! of! cortisol).! The! regulation! of! the! HPA! axis! is! complex,!
involving!genes,!neuropeptides,!hormones,!hormone! receptors!and! target! tissues.!The! field!of!
research! reviewed! in! this! paper! demonstrates! this! point! well.!While! child! maltreatment! was!
shown!to!increase!cortisol!in!some!instances!(e.g.!CAR!over!pregnancy,!in!response!to!prior!day!
stress,!and!evening!levels!in!response!to!daily!stress),!it!was!associated!with!decreased!cortisol!
in!other! instances! (e.g.!decreased! response! to!momentary!stress,!decreased!morning!baseline!





Although! the! findings! presented! here! provide! preliminary! support! for! a! relationship!
between! HPA! dysregulation! and! ELA,! these! findings! have! limited! clinical! applicability! at! this!
time.! The! use! of! cortisol! in! N! of! 1! studies! may! be! a! potential! avenue! for! future! research!
designs.!In! this! type!of!design,!cortisol! response!would!not!be!evaluated! in!comparison! to! the!
mean! cortisol! value! of! a! larger! sample,! but! rather! in! relation! to! one’s! one! biological! or!








prolonged,! or! misRtimed! in! relation! to! other! aspects! of! the! circadian! rhythm! (Halberg! et! al.,!
2009).!!
In!addition!to!cortisol,!several!new!avenues!of!biomarker!research!related!to!the!HPA!axis!
are! being! investigated! in! pregnancy,! including! placental! gene! regulation! of! llBRHSD2,!
glucocorticoid!receptors,!CRH!and!epigenetic!modifications!throughout!the!HPA!system!in!both!
the!mother!and!fetus!(Cottrell,!Seckl,!Holmes,!&!Wyrwoll,!2014;!Weaver!et!al.,!2004).!!So!far!we!





concentrations!are!accurate!measures!of! longRterm! free!cortisol! concentrations,!and!correlate!
most!closely!with!measures!of!average!salivary!cortisol!area!under!the!curve!(Short!et!al.,!2016).!
Hair! samples! have! also! been! used! to! estimate! 11RHSD! activity! by! examining! the! relative!
amount!of!cortisol!to!cortisone!in!hair.!11RHSD!activity!has!previously!been!examined!within!
the!placenta,!but!not!using!hair!in!pregnant!women.!This!may!be!an!avenue!for!future!research.!!
Recent! studies! of! pregnant!women! exposed! to!war! trauma! have! examined! placental! and!
cord! blood! expression! of! genes! coding! for! brainRderived! neurotrophic! factor! (BDNF),!which! is!
involved! in! brain! growth! and! plasticity! (Kertes! et! al.,! 2017).! Another! recent! study! found!
socioeconomic!disadvantage!to!be!related!to!transcriptional!profiles!of! immune!activation!and!
slower! tissue! maturation! in! the! placenta! and! cord! blood! (Miller! et! al.,! 2017).! Others! have!




maternal! ELA! (reviewed! by! Toepfer! et! al.,! 2017).! These! are! all! areas! for! further! research! in!
relation!to!ELA!in!pregnant!women.!!
Overall,! there! is! a! need! for! further! investigation! into! the! links! between! childhood!
maltreatment! and!maternal! HPA! regulation! in! pregnancy.! The! literature! in! this! area! expands!








trauma.! It! is! important,! however,! for! providers! to! know! how! early! trauma! might! affect! the!
course!of!pregnancy,!birth,!and!early!parenting.!Cole,!Scoville!and!Flynn!(1996b)!identified!four!












and! psychoRemotional! experience.! Impoverished! women! are! at! greater! risk! for! having!
experienced!trauma!themselves,!as!well!as!risk!for!carrying!the!effects!of!that!trauma!forward!to!












isolated! situation,! but! rather,! a! persistent! continuation! of! learned! helplessness! and! family!
dynamics!(Renner!&!Slack,!2006).!Therefore,!addressing!the!effects!of!child!maltreatment,!along!
with!IPV,!can!become!a!difficult!lifelong!process!for!women!survivors!of!abuse.!!
Furthermore,! it! is! common! for! women! with! ELA! to! experience! depression! in! adulthood.!
Often! perinatal! depression! research! and! treatment! approach! all! women! with! depressive!







on! coRmorbid! perinatal! PTSD! and! depression.! In! these! studies,! women! with! both! PTSD! and!
depression! responded! to! a! greater! extent! (i.e.! larger! effect! size)! to! brief! interpersonal!
psychotherapy! and/or! antidepressants! than! did! women! with! depression! only! (no! PTSD! or!
trauma).!!This!finding!suggest!that!more!intensive!levels!of!treatment!for!women!with!traumaR




adversity,! and! whether! cortisol! differs! in! depressed! women! based! on! whether! they! have!











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Stress! prior! to! and! during! pregnancy! negatively! impacts! birth! outcomes! via! complex!
behavioral!and!physiologic!pathways.!From!a!behavioral!perspective,!stress!diminishes!women’s!









explain! the! relationship! between! cortisol! regulation! and! dimensions! of! lifetime! stress,! and! 2)!
determine!whether!coping!moderates!the!effect!of!stress!on!cortisol,!health!behaviors,!and!birth!
















the! lifespan! could! have! a! programming! effect! on! fetal! development,! especially!
neurodevelopment,!which!may! persist! into! adulthood! in! the! form! of! psychopathology! (Seckl,!
1998).!Glucocorticoid!overTexposure!during!the!prenatal!period!is!one!of!the!primary!pathways!
suggested!to!mediate!maternal!adversity!and!offspring!outcomes,!tested!in!in!both!humans!and!
animals! (Mustoe,! Birnie,! Korgan,! Santo,! &! French,! 2012;! Mustoe,! Taylor,! Birnie,! Huffman,! &!
French,! 2014;! Seckl,! 2008;!Wadhwa,!2005).!Gestational! cortisol! exposure!has!been!associated!
with! impaired! fetal! growth,! altered! stress! reactivity! and! behavioral! and! affective! problems!
during! childhood! (Mustoe! et! al.,! 2012;! Suurland,! van! der! Heijden,! Huijbregts,! van! Goozen,! &!
Swaab,! 2017).! The! epigenetic! effects! of! maternal! adversity! on! the! HPA! axis! may! even! be!
transmitted!across!multiple!generations!(Serpeloni!et!al.,!2017).!!
While!much! has! been! studied! about! the! programming! effect! of! stress! or! depression! that!
occurs! during! pregnancy,! relatively! less! has! been! studied! about! programming! in! relation! to!
maternal!history!of!ELA!on!the!gestational!environment!(reviewed!in!Manuscript!1).!Childhood!is!




found! that! childhood! adversity! is! associated!with! allTcause!mortality! in!women,! but! not!men.!






depression! as! adults,! and! are! up! to! 12! times! more! likely! to! experience! chronic! recurrent!
depression!(Brown,!Craig,!Harris,!Handley,!&!Harvey,!2007)!with!an!unfavorable!course!of!illness!
that! is! less! likely! to! respond! or! remit! to! treatment! (including! therapy,! medication! or! both)!
(Nanni,!Uher,!&!Danese,!2012).!!Maternal!depression!may!also!mediate!the!association!between!
maternal!early!exposure! to!adversity!and! later!behavioral!problems! in!her!offspring! (Miranda,!
de!la!Osa,!Granero,!&!Ezpeleta,!2013).!Women!who!were!abused!as!children!are!more!likely!to!
have! depression,! which! partially,! if! not! fully,! mediates! the! relationship! between! maternal!
childhood!maltreatment!and!offspring!externalizing!disorders.!!
In! addition! to! environmental! factors,! depression! is! influenced! by! genetic! factors,! possibly!
through! a! geneTenvironment! interaction.! Individuals! may! be! more! or! less! likely! to! develop!
depression! based! on! genetic! polymorphisms! and! prior! experience.! One! study! found! that!
polymorphism! in! the! 5THTTLPR! increases! susceptibility! to! stress! towards! depression,!with! the!
strongest! moderation! effect! from! child! maltreatment! and! less! so! for! stressful! life! events! in!
adulthood! (Karg,! Burmeister,! Shedden,! &! Sen,! 2011).! Other! genes! have! also! been! found! to!
mediate! the! relationship! between! childhood! adversity! and! cortisol! stress! reactivity! in!
adulthood,! providing! evidence! for! the! epigenetic! basis! of! differential! susceptibility! to! stress!




regardless! of! environmental! or! social! buffering.! Several! human! and! animal! studies! have!






early! adversity! (Francis,! Diorio,! Plotsky,! &! Meaney,! 2002;! MorleyTFletcher,! Rea,! Maccari,! &!
Laviola,! 2003;! Mustoe! et! al.,! 2014).! Less! has! been! reported! on! whether! human! maternal!
willingness! to! actively! seek! social! support! or! use! of! specific! individual! coping! strategies!
attenuate!elevated!stress!reactivity.!!
Behavioral! factors! have! also! been! documented! as! potential!mediators! between!maternal!
stress! and! glucocorticoidTrelated! programming! effects! on! the! fetus.! Behavioral! mediators!
include! health! behaviors! known! to! be! associated! with! pregnancy! outcomes! such! as! diet,!
exercise,!smoking!and!substance!use.!Maternal!unbalanced!diet!has!been!found!to!lead!to!longT
lasting! epigenetic! modifications! in! HPATassociated! genes,! such! as! methylation! of! the!
glucocorticoid! receptor! gene.! This! was! found! to! be! the! case! in! middle! aged! women! whose!
mothers!had!unbalanced!diets!during!pregnancy!(Drake!et!al.,!2012).!Diets!high!in!sugar!and!fat!
during!pregnancy!have!been!associated!with!epigenetic!modifications! in!genes! (IGF2)! that!are!














The! purpose! of! this! study! is! to! 1)! describe! how! dimensions! of! lifetime! stress! relate! to!
cortisol! regulation! during! pregnancy,! and! 2)! determine! whether! coping! moderates! the!







and! able! to! be! reached! by! telephone! or! text.!Women! were! excluded! if! they! had! received! a!
referral!for!care!in!the!highTrisk!pregnancy!clinic,!had!major!pregnancy!complications!or!existing!
medical! issues! prior! to! recruitment! (i.e.! cervical! or! uterine! abnormalities,! renal,! hepatic! or!
cardiac! disorders,! insulinTdependent! diabetes,! preeclampsia,! regular! oral! steroid! use! in! the!
month!prior!to!data!collection,!diagnosed!congenital!fetal!abnormalities,!active!placenta!previa,!
or!other!disorders/medication!use!that!could!affect!cortisol!levels).!Women!were!also!excluded!




and!only! the! quantitative! data! results! are! discussed!here.! The!qualitative! data! is! discussed! in!





recruitment! flyer! Appendix! B).!Written! informed! consent! was! obtained! from! all! participants.!
Pregnant!women!completed!one!to!three!study!visits!during!the!second!half!of!pregnancy.!On!
the! first! visit! participants! were! consented,! given! a! packet! of! questionnaires! (description! of!
measures!Appendix!C)!to!complete!and!were!provided!verbal,!visual!and!written!instructions!on!
saliva! collection.! Participants! were! emailed! a! link! to! complete! the! online! stress! assessment.!
Participants!collected!a!total!of!15!saliva!samples!using!cotton!Salivettes!over!three!days.!They!
were! instructed! to! collect! saliva! at! awakening,! 30!minutes! after! awakening,! during! the! early!
afternoon,!evening,!and!bedtime.!They!also!completed!a!saliva!sampling!log,!including!the!time!
of!sampling,!and!questions!about!daily!stress!and!sleep.!Research!staff!stressed!the!importance!
of! accurate! timing! of! collection! and! avoidance! of! activities! that! could! affect! salivary! cortisol!
levels! in! the!half! hour!prior! to! collection! (i.e.! eating,! exercise,! smoking,! caffeine).! Participants!
were! instructed! to! freeze! their! saliva! samples! in! a! home! refrigerator! until! sampling! was!




At! the! second! visit! participants! completed! the! STRAIN! in! the! clinic,! if! not! already! completed.!
Participants!were!given!honorariums!for!each!study!activity!completed,!up!to!a!total!of!$95.!!
Measurement+of+Variables+









work,! etc.)! and! five! socialTpsychological! characteristics! (interpersonal! loss,! physical! danger,!
humiliation,!entrapment,!role!change)!(see!list!in!Table!2).!Summed!scoring!was!used!for!stress!
exposure!(0!to!96)!and!severity!(0!to!480),!with!higher!scores!representing!higher!stressor!count!
and! severity,! respectively.! The! validity! of! this! question! set! has!been!examined! in!over! 10,000!
participants! from! 32! studies! spanning! several! populations! and! all! age! groups,!with! predictive!
validity! for! a! range! of! physical! and! mental! health! symptoms,! including! depression.! Criterion!
validity! is! established! from! the! development! of! the! question! set! being! based! on! the! goldT
standard! interview! system! for! assessing! life! stress,! the! Life! Events! and! Difficulties! Schedule!












Childhood! Acute!! Housing! Loss/Relational!Disruption!
Adulthood! Chronic! Education! Danger!(Physical)!
! ! Work! Humiliation!
! ! Treatment/Health! Entrapment!




! ! Reproduction! !
! ! Financial! !
! ! Legal/Crime! !
! ! Other!Relationships! !
! ! Death! !
! ! Life!Threatening!Situation! !
! ! Accident! !









scores! range! from! 0! to! 30,! with! higher! scores! indicating! greater! severity! of! depressive!








meaningful! findings! (Grote! et! al.,! 2010).! Depression! was! considered! a! dimension! of! lifetime!
stress,!representing!the!cognitive!/!emotional!response!to!life!stress!and!adversity.!
!
Coping.! The! Brief! COPE! (Appendix! D)! is! a! 28Titem! scale! evaluating! how! frequently! an!
individual!uses!coping!strategies!on!a!4Tpoint!scale!ranging!from!one!(I!haven't!been!doing!this!
at!all)!to!four!(I've!been!doing!this!a!lot)!(Carver,!1997).!Scores!are!summed,!ranging!from!two!to!
eight! for! each! of! the! 14! subscales! (active! coping,! planning,! reframing,! accepting,! humor,!
religion/spirituality,! seeking! emotional! support,! seeking! instrumental! support,! distraction,!
denial,! venting,! substance! use,! disengagement,! and! selfTblame).! Two! factors! have! previously!
been!identified!in!pregnant!women,!including!active!(α!=!0.86)!and!disengaged!(α!=!0.78)!coping!







is! a! 34Titem! selfTreport! questionnaire! addressing! health! practices! known! to! affect! pregnancy!
outcomes!in!six!areas!(balance!of!rest!and!exercise,!safety!measures,!nutrition,!avoiding!use!of!





was! calculated! based! on! the! IOM! (Yaktine! &! Rasmussen,! 2009)! pregnancy! weight! gain!
recommendations,! and! were! determined! using! the! first! and! last! prenatal! visit! weight,! and!




visits,! accounting! for! when! care! was! initiated.! Prenatal! care! is! evaluated! as! inadequate,!
intermediate,! adequate! and! adequate! plus.! Birth! outcome! data! (length! of! gestation,! birth!
weight,!birth!length,!head!circumference,!and!Apgar!scores)!were!extracted!from!the!electronic!
medical!record!(EMR).!Other!data!collected!from!the!EMR!included!race,!ethnicity,!prenatal!care!










minutes.! After! centrifugation! 100! mL! of! the! supernatant! of! the! sample! was! extracted! and!
diluted!with!100!mL!of!doubleTdistilled!water! for!a!1:2!dilution.!Diluted!samples! (50!mL)!were!




after! incubation.! A! fourTparameter! sigmoid! fit! regression! was! used! to! calculate! cortisol!
concentration! values.! These! concentrations! were! adjusted! to! values! expressed! as! ng/ml.!





Buchner,! &! Lang,! 2009),! with! an! effect! sizes! of! r! =! 0.35.! The! analysis! indicated! that! a!
correlational!bivariate!model!for!a!twoTtailed!test!(α!=!0.05,!power:!0.8)!would!require!a!sample!
size! of! 61!women! for! a! fully! powered! study! for! Aim! 1.!We! oversampled! to! account! for! 20%!
attrition,!requiring!a!total!sample!size!of!75.!For!Aim!2,!general!linear!modeling!was!utilized.!In!a!
multiple! regression! model! with! three! predictors! (two! main! effects! and! an! interaction),! the!




used! in! the! analysis! and! examined! for! outliers! and! distribution! (see! list! of! study! variables,!








log! transformed.! Depression! scores! were! natural! log! transformed.! Length! of! gestation! was!
transformed!by! subtracting!231! (1! less! than! the! lowest! value)! and! squaring!all! values.! Finally,!
STRAIN!variables!were!transformed!using!square!root.!All!transformed!variables!were!examined!
again!to!ensure!normality!following!transformation.!!
Determination+ of+ covariates.! Correlation! tables! between! all! groups! of! variables! were!
examined! (i.e.! demographics,! stress,! cortisol,! selfTreport!measures,! and! birth! outcomes).! The!
correlations! between! outcome! variables! and! demographic! variables! were! examined,! and!
variables!with! the!most! robust!correlations!were!considered! for! inclusion!as!covariates.!Other!
covariates!that!were!considered!for!inclusion,!based!on!prior!studies!included!gestational!age!at!
cortisol! collection,! smoking,!preTpregnancy!BMI,!and!history!of!preterm!birth.!StepTwise! linear!
regression!was!then!performed!using!each!main!variable!as!the!outcome!(i.e.!stress,!depression,!
cortisol,! coping,!and!birth!outcomes)! to!aid! in!deciding!which!variables! to!use!as!covariates! in!
the!analyses.!!
Partial! Pearson! correlations! were! used! for! normal! distributions,! while! partial! Spearman!
correlations! were! used! for! nonTnormal! distributions! (Supplementary! tables! in! Appendix! G).!
Cortisol! awakening! response! (CAR),! diurnal! slope,! and! area! under! the! curve! with! respect! to!
ground! (AUCg)! were! calculated! from! averaged! values! over! the! three! days.! AUGg! was!
determined! based! on! the! trapezoid! formula! described! by! Pruessner! et! al.! (2003).! Partial!
Spearman!correlation!analyses!were!used!for!nonTnormal!distributions.!Prior!studies!have!found!




(Records! &! Rice,! 2009;! Stoltenborgh,! BakermansTKranenburg,! Alink,! &! IJzendoorn,! 2015).!
Therefore,! for! this! study,! a! cutoff! ratio! of! 30:70! was! used! for! high! and! low! stress! for! the!
purposes!of!moderator!analysis!and!graphs.!!
General! linear!modeling!was!performed! (using!all! available!data)! to!determine! the! role!of!




Descriptive! statistics! for! the! sample! are! listed! in! Table! 3.!Overall,! the! sample!was!diverse!
across!most!demographic!variables.!The!mean!age!was!28.4!years!(SD!=!5.3!years).!The!sample!
was!60%!nonTHispanic!White,!19%!Black!or!African!American,!and!11%!Hispanic!(other!races!are!
listed! in! Table! 3).! Roughly! half! of! the! sample! had! at! least! an! associate’s! degree! (52%),! were!
married! (54%),! low! income! (53%)! (annual! household! income! less! than! $40,000),! insured! by!
Medicaid!(46%),!and!nulliparous!(46%).!The!average!preTpregnancy!body!mass!index!(BMI)!was!
27.9,!which!is!considered!overweight.!Women!were,!on!average,!27!weeks!pregnant!at!the!time!
of! cortisol! sampling,! which! aligns! with! the! end! of! the! 2
nd
! trimester.! There! was! a! relatively!
narrow!timeframe!for!cortisol!collection!(SD!=!17!days),!which!served!to!minimize!the!variability!
in!cortisol!as!gestation!advanced.!The!average!length!of!gestation!was!275.6!days!(SD!=!11!days)!
or! 39.4!weeks.!Nearly! oneTthird! (31%)!of!women! scored!10!or! higher! on! the! EPDS,! indicating!
possible!presence!of!depression.!This!rate!is!substantially!higher!than!rates!(%14)!of!depression!
documented! in! nationally! representative! samples! of! reproductiveTaged! women! (Farr,! Bitsko,!











in! regression! for! inclusion!as! a! covariate! for! aim!1.!Gestational! age!at! cortisol! collection,!preT
pregnancy! BMI,! and! history! of! preterm! birth! were! not! correlated! with! the! predictors! or!
outcomes!and!therefore!not!considered!for!the!regression!model.!!
The!next! step! in!determining! covariates!was! to!use! stepTwise! linear! regression! to! identify!
confounding! factors! for! each!major! variable! (stress,! birth! outcomes,! cortisol,! depression! and!
coping).!Consistent!covariates!were!used!for!each!section!of!analysis.!When!total!lifetime!stress!
was! entered! as! an! outcome,! income!was! indicated! as! a! covariate! (R
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=! T.29,! p! =! .02).! ! No! covariates! were! indicated! for! awakening,! 30! minutes! postTawakening,!
afternoon,! or! evening! cortisol.! Covariates!were! also! not! indicated!when!CAR,!AUCg!or! coping!
were!entered!as!the!outcome.!
Based!on!the!results!of!the!stepTwise!linear!regression,!the!covariates!for!analyses!involving!


















































Cortisol!parameter!(n!=!67)! Minimum! Maximum! Mean! SD!
Collection!times! ! ! ! !
Awake! 3.43! 38.05! 11.16! 5.29!
Awake!+30!min! 3.47! 41.30! 13.14! 5.19!
Afternoon!(~12:30!p.m.)! 2.53! 15.20! 7.10! 2.92!
Evening!(~6:30!p.m.)! 1.60! 13.67! 4.60! 2.20!
Bedtime!(~10:30!p.m.)! 1.37! 10.40! 3.52! 1.65!
Diurnal!characteristics! ! ! ! !
Cortisol!awakening!response!(CAR)
1!
T19.78! 18.10! 1.98! 4.56!
Slope
2!
T2.16! 0.14! T0.53! 0.35!
AUCground
3!














































































































































































Lifetime!Stress!Total+ .10! .33*! .03! .16! .18! .12! T.04! .22!
Timing+ ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
Early!Adversity+ .22! .44*! .06! .09! T.06! .25! T.24! .20!
Adulthood!+ .01! .20! T.03! .10! .17! .01! .05! .12!
Duration+ ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
Acute+ .07! .33*! .07! .17! .24! .12! .00! .24!
Chronic! .05! .27*! T.02! .11! .05! .16! T.01! .15!
Domain! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
Housing!+ T.03! .24! .00! .19! .22! .25! .11! .15!
Education!! .13! .17! T.06! T.03! T.05! .05! T.14! .05!
Work! T.05! T.06! T.12! T.09! T.03! T.09! .00! T.11!
Treatment/Health!+ .15! .36*! .03! .06! .10! .12! T.14! .21!
Marital/Partner!! .06! .03! T.09! T.02! .01! T.19! .00! .01!
Reproduction! T.15! T.12! T.25! T.26*! T.16! .05! .14! T.14!
Financial! .04! .21! .17! .31*! .26*! .14! .02! .24!
Legal/Crime! T.20! .03! .00! .05! .03! .12! .24! .04!
Other!Relationships!! .05! .23! .02! .15! .15! .16! .03! .16!
Death! T.03! .15! .10! .20! .17! .09! .05! .18!
LifeTThreatening!Situations! .16! .20! .02! T.01! T.01! T.07! T.15! .09!
Possessions!! .08! .16! .02! .18! .23! .09! .07! .18!
Characteristic! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
Interpersonal!Loss!! .01! .18! T.02! .16! .14! .01! .04! .14!
Physical!Danger!! .15! .32*! T.02! .04! .18! .04! T.10! .19!
Humiliation! .02! .21! T.01! .12! .18! .10! .08! .13!
Entrapment! .17! .22! .13! .24! .13! .07! T.14! .23!





















The! timing!of! stress! (adult! vs.! childhood)!was!differentially!associated!with! cortisol!during!
pregnancy.!There!was!not!a!statistically!significant!difference!in!maternal!cortisol!based!on!prior!
history!of!adult! stress,!F! (7,!53)!=! .807,!p!<! .585;!Wilks’!Λ!=! .904,!"!=! .096.! ! In!a!GLM!analysis!
controlling! for! age,! smoking! and! childhood! adversity,! stress! occurring! in! adulthood! did! not!
predict! any! cortisol! parameters! (Figure! 5).! However,! in! an! independent! tTtest,! cortisol! was!
significantly! higher! in! the! evening! (M! =! 5.61,! SD! =! 2.46)! for! women! with! high! adult! stress!

















































































































































































Next! we! examined! whether! women’s! cortisol! response! to! adult! stress! differed! based! on!
whether! they! experienced! childhood! adversity.! After! controlling! for! age,! smoking! and! main!










and! bedtime! cortisol! (p=.02,! η! =! .121),! and! a! flatter! slope! (p=.02,! η! =! .093)! (Figure! 7).! This!










































































































































































































































































Prenatal! depression! is! considered! here! to! be! an! aspect! of! lifetime! stress,! or! more!











Since! childhood! adversity! moderated! the! relationship! between! adult! stress! and! cortisol,!
childhood! adversity! was! also! examined! as! a! moderator! between! prenatal! depression! and!
cortisol.!Using!GLM,!which!controlled!for!age!and!smoking,!the! interaction!between!childhood!
adversity! and! prenatal! depression! was! statistically! significant! for! cortisol! levels! at! bedtime,!
F(5,58)! =! 4.04,! p=.049,! η! =! .065)! and! on! slope,! F(5,58),! p=.03,! η! =! .082).! The! data!were! split!
between!women!with!high!and!low!childhood!adversity!and!then!the!effects!of!depression!were!
tested! in! GLM! while! controlling! for! age! and! smoking.! Among! women! with! high! childhood!
adversity,! there!were!no!associations!between!depression!and!any!of! the! cortisol! parameters!
(Figure! 10).! Among! women! who! experienced! low! childhood! adversity,! depression! was!
associated!with!higher!cortisol!at!awakening,!F(3,42)!=!7.35,!p!=.01,!η!=! .149,!and!an! inverted!


























































































































































































































































































Figure!15! shows! in!bar!graph! form! that!as!depression! scores! increased,! the!CAR!becomes!



































































































































p<.001),! so! the! next! step! was! to! differentiate! prenatal! depression! and! adult! stress! in! their!
associations! to! cortisol.! Using! GLM,! controlling! for! age,! smoking! and! adult! stress,! depression!
predicted!higher!awakening!cortisol,!F(4,59)!=!11.51,!p<.01,!η!=! .16!and!smaller!CAR,!F(4,59)!=!
10.9,!p<.01,!η!=!.156.!Adult!stress!was!not!associated!with!any!of!the!cortisol!parameters!while!
controlling! for! prenatal! depression.! There!was! no! significant! interaction! between! adult! stress!
and! depression.! Figure! 18! demonstrates! these! findings! a! line! graph.! In! an! independent! t>test!
comparing! mean! cortisol! in! only! women! with! depression,! those! with! high! adult! stress! had!
significantly! higher! cortisol! in! the! evening! (M! =! 6.50,! SD! =! 2.7,! t(17)! =! >2.25,! p! =! .04)! and!
[marginally]!at!bedtime!(M!=!5.39,!SD!=!2.51,! t(17)!=!>1.76,!p!=! .07)!compared!to!women!with!
low!adult!stress!(evening:!M!=!4.15,!SD!=!1.31;!bedtime:!M!=!3.56,!SD!=!1.45).!The!mean!AUCg!






































































































is! associated! with! higher! cortisol! at! each! time! point! (awake:! r! =! .29;! awake! +30! r! =! .44,!
afternoon:! r! =! .25;! evening! r! =! .27;! bedtime! r! =! .25,! all! p! <! .05).! Chronic! stress! was! only!
associated!with!higher!morning!cortisol!(Awake!+!30:!r!=!.28,!p!<!.05).!!The!only!domain!of!stress!
that!was!associated!with!higher!morning!cortisol!was!treatment!/!health!stressors!(Awake!+30:!r!
=! .36,! p! <! .05).! Housing,! financial! stress,! and! lifeTthreatening! situations!were! associated!with!







Coping* and* health* behaviors.! Adult! stress! was! significantly! correlated! with! any! smoking!











scales!were! tested! in!multivariate!GLM! including!all! cortisol!parameters!as! the!outcome.!Only!
the!subTscale!of!seeking!emotional!support!was!significant!for!a!main!effect!on!cortisol.!Women!
who!reported!seeking!more!emotional!support!from!others!had!lower!cortisol!in!the!afternoon!
(F(1,65)! =! 4.30,! p=.04,! η! =! .062),! evening! (F(1,65)! =! 6.27,! p=.02,! η! =! .088),! and! at! bedtime!









significant! interactions! involved! the! stress! subTcategories! of! childhood! adversity! and! prenatal!
depression.! For! the! interaction! between! coping! subTscales! and! childhood! adversity,! the!
interactional!pattern!was! the! same!across!all! coping! subscales!when!plotted! into! scatterplots.!
The!observed!pattern!from!the!scatterplots!was!that!for!women!with!high!childhood!adversity,!
use! of! more! coping! was! associated! with! lower! cortisol! levels,! while! for! women! without!
childhood!adversity,!use!of!coping!was!not!associated!with!any!change!in!cortisol.!!





This! total!score!was!then!tested! in!GLM!in!an! interaction!with!childhood!adversity,!controlling!
for! age! and! smoking.! The! total! COPE! interacted! significantly! with! childhood! adversity!
(dichotomous!variable)!on!AUCg,!F!(5,58)!=!5.33,!p=.03,!η!=!.084!and!marginally!for!Awake!+30,!
F(5,58)!=!3.67,!p!=!.06,!η!=!.060.!
In! the! GLM! analyses! examining! the! interaction! between! coping! and! childhood! adversity,!
both! variables! are! entered! as! continuous! variables.! In! this! case,! either! variable! can! be!
considered!the!moderator.!In!order!to!interpret!the!interaction!identified!here,!two!interaction!
plots!were!constructed!with!1)!coping!as!the!moderator!(in! line!with!original!study!conceptual!




cortisol,! whereas! among!women! using!more! coping! strategies,! childhood! stress! is! associated!
with! higher! cortisol! (see! scatterplot! in! Figure! 19).! If! childhood! adversity! is! declared! as! the!








































Childhood! adversity!was! selected! as! the!moderator! (a! revision! to! the! original! hypothesis)!
because! the! interpretation!associated!with!option!2! (Figure!20)!made!more! theoretical! sense.!
Although!usually!the!moderator!is!chosen!based!on!which!variable!comes!first!in!time,!here!the!
childhood!adversity!score!is!considered!a!proxy!for!current!dysregulation!of!the!HPA!system!in!




.060.! Data! were! then! dichotomized! into! high! and! low! childhood! adversity! and! correlated!
separately! with! cortisol.! In! women! with! high! childhood! adversity,! cortisol! and! coping! were!
highly!correlated.! In!women!with!high!childhood!adversity,!use!of!more!coping!was!associated!
with! lower! cortisol! levels! at! awake! +30! minutes! (r! =T.57,! p=.01),! whereas! women! with! low!
childhood!adversity!showed!no!correlation!(r!=!.11,!p!=!.48).!
Coping*and*depression.!The!total!coping!score!also!interacted!with!prenatal!depression!on!
afternoon! cortisol! (Figure! 22),! F(5,60)! =! 5.50,! p! =! .02,! η! =! .084! and! on! evening! cortisol.! The!
correlation!between!coping!and!afternoon!cortisol!was!positive! (r=.32,!p=.16)! for!women!with!
depression,!while!the!relationship!was!negative!(r=T.31,!p=.04)!for!women!without!depression.!



































































































Using!GLM! controlling! for! age! and! smoking,! the! interaction! between! each! stress! variable!
(childhood! adversity,! adult! stress,! prenatal! depression)! was! tested! for! an! interaction! with!
support! seeking! on! all! cortisol! parameters.! There! were! no! significant! interactions! between!
support!seeking!and!childhood!adversity!on!cortisol,!although!there!was!a!significant!interaction!
for! adult! stress! (controlling! for! age,! smoking! and! depression)! on! bedtime! cortisol! (Figure! 23)!
F(6,57)!=!9.57,!p!<!.01,!η!=!.144!and!diurnal!slope,!F(6,!57)!=!6.08,!p!=!.02,!η!=!.096.!There!was!
also!a!significant!interaction!for!depression!(controlling!for!age,!smoking,!and!adult!stress)!and!
support! seeking! on! bedtime! cortisol! (Figure! 24),! F(6,57)! =! 3.93,! p! =! .052,! η! =! .065)! and! CAR!
(Figure! 25),! F(6,57)! =! 4.04,! p! =! .049,! η! =! .066.!When! data! were! dichotomized! by! depression!
score,! the! correlation! between! support! seeking! and! bedtime! cortisol! was! significant! (⍴=T.47,!
p=.04)!only!for!the!subset!of!women!with!prenatal!depression.!The!interaction!plot!(Figure!24)!















































































































In! GLM! analysis! controlling! for! age,! smoking! and! race,! seeking! support! interacted! with!
childhood!adversity!at!a!marginally!significant!level!to!predict!length!of!gestation!F(5,55)!=!3.49,!
p! =! .067,! η! =! .06.! Upon! examining! the! interaction! in! a! scatterplot,! it! was! apparent! that! one!
outlier!was!skewing!the!data!to!produce!the!interaction.!The!case!involved!a!sudden!pregnancy!
complication!at!34!weeks!gestation!followed!by!fetal!demise.!A!bar!graph!including!all!cases! is!
shown! in! Figure! 26,! and! the! same! graph! is! shown! in! Figure! 27! with! the! one! outlier! case!
removed.! In!GLM!with!the!outlier!case!removed,!the! interaction!no! longer!predicted! length!of!
gestation.! However,! in! looking! at! the! bar! graph! in! Figure! 27,! the! groups! with! high! support!
seeking! show! a! pattern! for! longer! gestation! in! both! high! and! low! adversity! groups,! although!
there! was! not! a! significant! correlation! (ρ! =! .094,! p! =! .454).! When! means! were! compared!
between! the! two! groups! in! an! independent! tTtest,! there! was! no! statistically! significant!
difference!(low!support!seeking:!M!=!275.8!days,!SD!=!8.4;!high!support!seeking:!M!=!277.3!days,!






















































































low!support! seeking)! (Figure!28).! In!an! independent! tTtest,! the!awake!+30!minute! cortisol!did!
























































The! relationship!between! support! seeking!and!diurnal! cortisol! trajectory!was!examined! in!
Figure!29,!which!shows!a!pattern!for!a!graded!response!to!support!seeking!in!women!with!high!
childhood!adversity.!There! is!a!pattern! for! support! seeking! to!attenuate!cortisol! levels! in!high!
childhood!adversity!towards!levels!comparable!to!low!childhood!adversity.!However,!the!sample!

















































































































The! relationship! between! prenatal! depression! and! support! seeking!was! also! examined! in!
relation! to! cortisol.! Figure! 32! shows! the! diurnal! cortisol! trajectory! for! women! with! 1)! no!
depression,!2)!depression!and!high!support!seeking,!and!3)!depression!and!low!support!seeking.!
The! graph! shows! a! pattern! for! attenuation! of! cortisol! in! the! evening! associated! with! high!
support!seeking,!as!well!as!a!normalization!or!restoration!of!the!CAR!in!depression!towards!what!
is!seen!in!nonTdepressed!women.!There!is!also!a!pattern!of!graded!response!in!the!CAR!(Figure!























































































































































!Although! higher! support! seeking! showed! a! pattern! of! attenuated! cortisol! in! depressed!
women,! length! of! gestation! was! not! different! among! depressed! women! with! high! or! low!
support! seeking.!Women!with! no! depression! showed! a! pattern! of! longer! gestation,! although!
there!was!not!a!statistically!significant!difference!(Figure!34).!!
Another!notable!difference! in!birth!outcomes!between!women!with!high!and! low! lifetime!
stress!was!with!rates!of!vaginal!versus!cesarean!delivery.!Women!with!high!childhood!adversity,!
were! statistically! more! likely! to! have! a! Cesarean! delivery,! rather! than! vaginal! delivery.! High!
lifetime!stress!and!adult!stress!were!marginally!associated!with!higher!Cesarean!delivery,!while!






Higher! morning! cortisol! was! accounted! for! primarily! by! childhood! adversity,! while! higher!
evening!levels!were!accounted!for!primarily!by!stress!and!depression!in!adulthood.!Adult!stress!
only!reached!significance!in!an!uncontrolled!tTtest!and!not!GLM.!These!findings!are!in!line!with!
other! recent! studies.! Gillespie! et! al.! (2017)! also! used! the! STRAIN! to! examine! the! association!
between!cortisol!and!childhood!adversity!/!adult!stress!in!pregnant!women.!This!group!similarly!
found! that! cortisol! (collected! in! the! early! afternoon)! was! more! strongly! correlated! with!
childhood! adversity,! but! less! so!with! adult! stress.! Longitudinal! studies!with! pregnant!women!
have! found! childhood! adversity! (i.e.! sexual! abuse)! is! associated! with! increasing! CAR! over!





study! may! have! demonstrated! this! same! lack! of! attenuation.! Since! our! study! was! not!
longitudinal,!attenuation!could!not!be!examined!directly.!!
Other! studies!have! found!childhood! trauma!to!be!associated!with! lower!baseline!morning!
cortisol! (Shea!et! al.,! 2007).! This!discrepancy! could!be! related! to!differences! in! the!population!
sample! in! terms! of! race! and! socioeconomic! status,! or! could! be! related! to! differences! in! the!
analysis! of! childhood! adversity! as! a! continuous! (Shea! et! al.,! 2007)! versus! categorical! variable!







levels! abuse! and! adversity! severe! enough! to! cause! longTterm! psychological! and! physiologic!





al.,!2016).!Two!explanations!could!account! for! this!pattern.!The! first! is! that!depressed!women!






CAR.! This! explanation! is! consistent! with! the! phenomenon! of! early! morning! awakening! as! a!
symptom!of!depression!(Sadock!&!Sadock,!2011),!for!which!an!advanced/precipitous!CAR!could!
be!partly!responsible.!Prior!studies!have!documented!that!depressed!individuals!show!an!earlier!
rise! in! nightTtime! cortisol! levels! compared! to! nonTdepressed! individuals! (Halbreich,! Asnis,!
Shindledecker,!Zumoff,!&!Nathan,!1985).!However,!other!authors!(Stetler!&!Miller,!2005)!have!
argued! that!depression!causes!a! true!blunting!of! the!CAR,! rather! than!a! circadian!phaseTshift,!





EPDS! was! a! clinically! meaningful! cutTpoint.! This! is! consistent! with! other! studies! measuring!
depression!in!pregnant!women,!finding!that!effect!sizes!for!the!relationship!between!depression!
and!birth!outcomes!were! larger!when!a!dichotomous!measure!of!depression!was!used! in! the!
analysis! (Grote! et! al.,! 2010),! compared! to! continuous.! This! is! in! line! with! the! method! of!
validation!for!most!depression!scales,! including!the!EPDS,!which! is!based!on!the!goldTstandard!
diagnostic! interview! for!major! depressive! disorder,! a! dichotomous! variable! (depressed! or! not!
depressed).!The!measurement!of!depressive!symptoms!in!women!who!do!not!meet!cutToff!for!
even!minor!depression! is!not! likely! to!be!valuable!or!meaningful!data,!and! thus,!dichotomous!
analyses!of!depressive!symptoms!are!suggested.!The!inappropriate!analysis!of!depression!scales!
as!continuous!variables!increases!the!risk!of!type!II!errors,!thereby!minimizing!and!delegitimizing!






Since! childhood! is! a! critical!developmental! period! more! sensitive! to! environmental!
programming!influences!on!the!HPA!axis,!we!examined!whether!childhood!adversity!moderated!
the! relationship! between! cortisol! and! adult! stress! or! cortisol! and! depression.! From! an!
evolutionary! perspective! (Seckl,! 2008),! childhood! adversity! would! prime! the! HPA! system! to!
effectively!handle!similar!types!and!severities!of!adversities!later!in!life.!We!found!that!exposure!
to! childhood! adversity! significantly! interacted!with! both! adult! stress! and! depression.!Women!
who! experienced! the! highest! counts! (i.e.! upper! 1/3)! of! childhood! adversity! did! not! show! an!




to! be! affected! by! the! blunting! effects! of! depression.!! These! findings! are! in! line!with! those! of!
Bublitz!et!al.!(2016)!who!found!that!women!with!a!history!of!childhood!sexual!or!physical!abuse!
had! attenuated! response! to!momentary! stressors.! A! somewhat! contrary! finding! by! the! same!
group!(Bublitz!&!Stroud,!2013)!is!that!pregnant!women!with!a!history!of!childhood!adversity!(i.e.!
sexual! abuse)! showed! increased! morning! cortisol! related! to! prior! day! stress,! and! increased!
evening! cortisol! related! to! sameTday! stress.! Together! these! findings! suggest! that!women!who!
experience!high!childhood!adversity!show!a!response!that!is!at!first!blunted!or!delayed,!but!then!









(McEwen,! 2004).! Generally,! lower! cortisol! levels! in! pregnancy! are! advantageous! for! healthy!
pregnancy! outcomes.! However,! a! lack! of! response! to! adult! stress! could! also! indicate! an!
inadequate!response!to!real,!existing!stressors.!The!inflection!point!at!which!tolerable!levels!of!
childhood! adversity! become! nonTadvantageous! has! not! been! determined.! The! type! of! stress!
that!leads!to!adverse!outcomes!is!referred!to!as!“toxic!stress”.!Not!all!childhood!adversity!leads!
to! adverse! outcomes,! with! most! children! showing! resilience! towards! moderate! levels! of!
adversity! (Shonkoff!&!Garner,!2012).! ! It!may!be!possible!that!a!clearly!defined! inflection!point!
does!not!exist.! ! In!other!words,!there!could!be! levels!of!stress!that!are!toxic! in!some!respects,!





We! also! found!overlapping! influences! on! the! CAR.!Whereas! high! childhood! adversity!was!
associated!a!CAR!that!was!nearly!doubled,!depression!was!associated!with!an!elimination!of!the!
CAR.! Childhood! adversity! is! a! risk! factor! for! adulthood! depression,! and! therefore! these! two!
experiences!are!highly!coToccurring.!We!found!that!women!who!experienced!neither!depression!
nor! childhood!adversity!had!almost! identical!CAR! to!women!who!experienced!both! childhood!
adversity! and! current! depression.! This! suggests! that! although! childhood! adversity! and!
depression!both!dysregulate!the!CAR,!there!may!be!separate!epigenetic!mechanisms!working!at!
the!same!time!to!both!heighten!and!dampen!the!CAR.!As!a!result,!abused!women!who!are!also!





towards! depression! has! been! considered,! with! evidence! from! genetic! studies! showing! the!






between! depressed! and! nonTdepressed! individuals.! Or! this! finding! could! simply! be! due! to!
depressed! individuals! experiencing! more! severe! stressors! (or! at! least! perceived! to! be! more!
severe).!!
!We!also! found!that!coping! interacted!with!stress!on!cortisol,! such! that!higher!coping!was!
associated! with! an! attenuation! of! the! dysregulating! aspects! of! HPA! function! noted! above.!
Higher! reported! use! of! coping,! regardless! of! the! specific! strategy,! was! associated! with!
attenuated!cortisol,!but!only!in!women!who!experienced!either!childhood!adversity,!high!adult!
stress!or!depression.!In!the!case!of!childhood!adversity,!coping!attenuated!AUCg!in!women!with!
high! childhood! adversity,! whereas! it! did! not! attenuate! cortisol! in! women! without! childhood!
adversity.! As! noted,! childhood! adversity! was! also! highly! associated! with! cortisol! and! the! 30!
minutes! postTawakening! time! point,! which! was! also! attenuated! by! higher! reported! use! of!
coping.!!!
In!contrast,!depressed!women!who!reported!more!use!of!coping!had!higher!levels!of!cortisol!












and! high! evening! cortisol! associated! with! adult! stress! and! depression.! Willingness! to! seek!
support! was! also! linked! with! a! reTsetting! of! a! dysregulated! CAR! associated! with! depression.!
Women!who!were!either!highly! stressed!or!depressed!had!attenuated!bedtime! cortisol! levels!
when! they! reported! more! use! of! support! seeking.! More! use! of! support! seeking! was! also!
associated!with!a!normalization!of!the!CAR!in!depression!women.!These!effects!were!either!not!
present,!or!not!significant!in!women!without!high!adult!stress!or!depression.!However,!this!does!
not!mean! that! coping! strategies! are!not!helpful! for!nonTdepressed!or!nonTstressed!women! in!
other! ways.! This! finding! suggests! only! that! coping! is! not! associated! with! an! attenuated! HPA!




Better! family! functioning!was!associated!with!a!more! typical!attenuation!of!CAR!as!pregnancy!
progressed.!





enough! to! detect! these! effects! as! significant! in! a! linear! regression.! Future! study! of! these!
associations!is!warranted.!!
These! findings! related!to! the!health!promoting!effects!of!women’s!support!seeking!during!




in! return! (Beeber! &! Canuso,! 2005;! Tilden,! 1983).! Therefore,! attention! to! reciprocity! is! a! key!
factor!in!social!support!warrants!further!attention!in!research!and!clinical!practice.!Beeber!and!







More! recently! nurse! researchers! have! integrated! principles! of! social! support! and!
interpersonal!therapy!into!nursing!interventions!with!depressed!low!income!mothers!(Beeber!et!
al.,!2013).!For!women!living!in!poverty,!home!visiting!is!!a!costTeffective!way!to!engage!mothers!








they! are! not! ready! for),! and!providing! services! in! a! confidential! and! nonTstigmatizing!manner!
(e.g.!based!out!of!Early!Head!Start!programs!or!home!visiting,! rather! than!a!psychiatry!office)!
(Beeber!et!al.,!2008).!!
Our!data!also! suggest! that! ELA!plays! an! important! role! in!women’s! responses! to! stress! in!
pregnancy.!Trauma!can!have!longTlasting!effects!across!nearly!all!aspects!of!functioning.!There!
have!also!been!interventions!developed!by!nurses!to!address!trauma!in!holistic!ways,!including!
the!BE! SMART! traumaTreframing!program! (Moller!&!Rice,! 2006).! Principles! from! this!program!
could!be!used!in!groups!or!home!visiting!interventions!with!pregnant!women!with!a!history!of!
significant! trauma! or! abuse.! Pregnancy,! especially! firstTtime! pregnancy,! is! a! prime! time! to!
address! depression! and! the! longTterm! effects! of! trauma! in! women.! The! timing! of! such!
interventions!could!have!a!significant!preventative!effect!on!later!maternalTchild!outcomes!and!
reduce! costs! associated! with! these! adverse! outcomes! (e.g.! substance! abuse,! foster! care!




This! limited! our! ability! to! detect! differences! in! cortisol! across! the! length! of! gestation! or!
associate!any!of!the!maternal!measures!with!child!outcomes!beyond!birth.!The!design!did!not!








newborn.! These! birth! outcomes! typically! have! limited! variability! (i.e.! most! newborns! are!
relatively!healthy),!and!therefore! it!would! take!a!much! larger!sample!size! to!detect!effects!on!
outcomes!such!as!prematurity!or! low!birth!weight.!Also,! it! is!wellTknown!that! the!HPA!system!
interacts!with!various!genetic!and!immune!pathways,!both!within!the!mother!and!the!fetus.!This!
study! did! not!measure! any! of! the! variables! to! determine!whether! genetic! or! immune! factors!






In! summary,! stress! over! the! life! course! is! associated! with! altered! HPA! regulation! in!
pregnancy,!and!women’s!use!of!support!seeking!attenuated!the!alterations!in!HPA!functioning.!
Helping!women!to!expand!their!social!support!networks!may!be!an!effective!way!of!repairing,!or!
reTprogramming! the! HPA! axis! towards! normative! patterns! of! functioning,! which! may! have!
beneficial!effects!on!fetal!programming!as!well.!More!research!is!needed!to!determine!whether!
interventions,! such! as! the! ones! developed!by! Beeber,!would! be! effective! in! restoring! healthy!














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Early! life! adversity! and! the! intergenerational! transmission! of! trauma! is! one! of! the! main!
areas!of! research! in! the!etiology!of!depressive!disorders,!along!with! immune!mechanisms!and!
brain!processes!(e.g.!altered!neurogenesis,!synaptic!connections)! (reviewed!by!Menard,!2016).!





to! a! history! of! childhood! maltreatment! may! be! biologically! distinct.! A! variety! of! pathways!
towards!reduced!longevity!in!these!individuals!could!be!related!to!increased!incidence!of!mental!









reactive! (i.e.! stressTrelated)!models!of!depression!across! four!different! strains!of!mice.!Within!
the!reactively!depressed!mice,!they!separately!tested!early!and!late!life!stress.!The!study!found!
350!epigenetic!changes!associated!with!early! life!stress!and!370!epigenetic!changes!associated!
with! late! life!stress.!However,! there!was!only!an!8.8%!overlap!between!the!two!stressTrelated!





stress!was! associated!with! alterations! in! cell! stress! response! and! signaling.! The! authors! note!
that!it!is!still!possible!that!there!is!a!final!common!pathway!to!depression,!regardless!of!etiology.!
However,! insight! into! the! etiologic! molecular! and! genetic! mechanisms! might! be! used! in! the!
future!to!identify!the!most!effective!treatments.!!This!is!supported!by!research!which!found!that!




Across! treatments! (therapy,! medication! or! combined! treatment),! childhood! maltreatment!
predicted!decreased!response!and!remission!to!depression!treatment.!The!authors!advocate!for!
screening!of!childhood!maltreatment!which!could!help!identify!individuals!at!risk!for!persistent,!





In! studies! of! only! women! (Brown! et! al.,! 2007),! the! most! severe! levels! of! childhood!





authors! note! that! sexual! abuse! rarely! occurs! without! the! other! types! of! abuse,! and! if! not!
controlled! for,!would!more! likely!be!considered!a!proxy! for!a! larger!experience!of!dysfunction!
(Brown!et!al.,!2007).!!
Additionally,! adult! attachment! styles! mediate! relationship! between! childhood! abuse! and!
neglect! and! mental! health! outcomes.! Childhood! neglect! is! associated! with! higher! levels! of!
avoidant!and!anxious!attachment! in!adulthood,!which!remains!relatively!stable!as!a!pattern!of!
interpersonal!relationships!later!in!life!(Widom,!Czaja,!Kozakowski,!&!Chauhan,!2017).!!
On! a! related! note,! childhood!maltreatment! is! associated! with! a! 4Tfold! increased! risk! for!
personality! disorders,! particularly! cluster! B! disorders,! with! neglect! being! associated! with! the!
widest! range! of! personality! disorders! (Battle! et! al.,! 2004;! Johnson,! Cohen,! Brown,! Smailes,!&!
Bernstein,!1999).!Gilbert!&!Widom*(2009)!argue!that!neglect!is!as!harmful!as!physical!and!sexual!
abuse,!but!has!received!less!attention.!Aspects!of!childhood!maltreatment!that!are!particularly!
harmful! include! low! parental! affection! and! nurturing! and! harsh! punishment.! The! relationship!
between!problematic!parental!behaviors!and!risk!for!personality!disorders! is!graded,!such!that!
worse!parenting!leads!to!increasingly!higher!risk!for!personality!disorders!(Johnson!et!al.,!1999).!!
Stressful! life! events! and! PTSD! also! mediate! relationship! between! child! adversity! and!




substance! abuse! are! associated! with! childhood! maltreatment.! Poverty! also! often! underlies!
these! problems.! Future! interventions!with!women!who! have! experienced! clinically! significant!






genotype.! Morgan! et! al.! (2017)* found! that! the! serotonin! transporter! gene! moderated! the!
response!to!home!visiting!intervention!targeting!maternalTinfant!attachment.!The!effect!size!of!
the! intervention! for!women!with! SS! allele! had! 2Tfold! greater! increase! than! controls,!while! LL!
carriers!had!10Tfold!decrease!in!effect!size!compared!to!controls.!Furthermore,!Houtepen!et!al.!
(2016)! found! that! KITLG! methylation! mediates! the! relationship! between! childhood! adversity!
and!cortisol!stress!reactivity.!Roberts!et!al.*(2015)*found!that!response!to!psychological!therapy!
was!associated!with! reduced!methylation!of!HPATrelated!genes.!Future! research!could! further!




pathways! (O’Donnell! &!Meaney,! 2016).! O’Donnell! and!Meaney! (2016)! propose! that! the! next!
step! in! research! is! to! become! more! specific! with! predictors! and! outcomes! in! research.! This!






be! tailored!appropriately.! In! this! research,!we!have!distinguished! that!cortisol! response!varies!
across!multiple!aspects!of!maternal!adversity!(child,!adult,!depression)!in!different!ways!and!at!
different! times! of! the! day.! This! supports! the! idea! that! there! may! be! distinct! biological!
mechanism!underlying! each! of! these! types! of!maternal! adversity.! The! overlapping! of! each! of!
these! types!of! adversity,!which!often!occurs,!makes! it!difficult! to!parse!out!effects!associated!
with!each!type!of!adversity!and!associated!outcomes.!!
This!study!provides!a!starting!point!to!begin!to!examine!different!subTgroups!of!women.!In!
future! research,! it!may!be!useful! to! include!samples!of!only!depressed!or!maltreated!women.!!
Healthy,!nonTdepressed!and!nonTabused!women!are!likely!not!going!to!display!variability!related!
to! depression! scores! or! stressful! events! that! go! beyond! the! threshold! of! adversity! sufficient!
enough! cause!HPA!dysfunction.!Measuring! depressive! symptoms! in!women!who!do! not! have!
clinically! significant! levels! of! depressive! symptoms! is! like!measuring! symptoms! of! diabetes! in!
people! who! don’t! have! diabetes.! Likewise,! looking! for! biologic! correlates! of! depression! (i.e.!













































































This! research! contributes! to! nursing! science! by! 1)! building! the! scientific! foundation! for!
clinical! nursing! practice! with! mothers! and! pregnant! women,! especially! towards! developing!
practices! that! can! engage! atTrisk! pregnant! women! and! provide! tailored! treatment! that!
accommodates!the!challenges!in!providing!care!to!marginalized!and!traumatized!populations;!2)!















Nursing.! Nurses! may! be! in! the! best! position! to! provide! case! management! along! with!
traumaTinformed! therapy! approaches.!Marginalized! populations! tend! to! fear! professions! that!
have! a! reputation! for! exercising! the! power! to! take! children! away! (i.e.! social! work)! or!
involuntarily! committing! individuals! to! a! hospital! (i.e.! psychiatry! and! other! mental! health!
professionals).! Generally,! nurses! do! not! have! a! reputation! among! marginalized! women! for!
exercising!either!of!these!actions.!Additionally,!nurseTdelivered! interventions!have!consistently!
demonstrated! effectiveness! for! low! income! mothers! (Beeber! et! al.,! 2014;! Eckenrode! et! al.,!
2010).!!
Case* management.! Interventions! for! impoverished! women! need! to! have! proper! case!
management! built! in! to! the! intervention.! Good! case!management,! by! itself,!may! be! a! highly!
effective! intervention! (Kneipp! et! al.,! 2011).! Our! findings! show! that! some! women! may! be!
unwilling! to! accept! or! otherwise! unable! to! access! instrumental! support! (i.e.! housing,!
transportation,! insurance).! They! may! also! live! such! chaotic! lives! that! maintaining! a! regular!
schedule!(including!attending!appointments)!may!be!difficult!at!best.!!







Early! life!adversity! is!also!highly!associated!with!depression! in!pregnancy!and!postpartum.!We!
suggest! it! would! be! worthwhile! to! distinguish! between! depression! that! is! related! to! early!
childhood! adversity! (negative! relationships,! altered! selfTschemas,! unwillingness! to! seek! help!
form! others)! and! depression! that! is! not! associated!with! childhood! adversity.! Future! research!
should! examine! how! depression! interventions! might! be! differentially! effective! in! these! two!
groups!of!women.!!!
Moller! and! Rice! (2006)! provided! a! model! (Figures! 1! and! 2)! demonstrating! how! trauma!
transforms! an! individual’s! view!of! the!world! that! is! centered! around!protecting! the! self! from!
harm,!a!“me”!perspective! that!selfTperpetuates!over! time.!Alternatively,!a!“we”!perspective! is!
one!in!which!life!experiences!(stressful!or!not)!serve!to!broaden!an!individual’s!worldview.!The!














Substance* use.! There! is! a! high! prevalence! of! substance! abuse! among! women! who! have!
been!abused.!Residential!treatment!is!extremely!difficult!to!access!based!on!limited!availability,!
especially! treatment! centers! which! specialize! in! and! house! only! women.! Even!more! rare! are!
treatment! centers! that! allow! children! to! stay!with! their!mothers!while! their!mothers! receive!
treatment.! Partial! substance! abuse! treatment! programs! that! provide! childcare! and!
transportation! may! be! another! suitable! option.! Most! mental! health! intervention! research!




need! to! “reTinvent! the!wheel”!with! regard! to! effective!depression! treatments! for! lowTincome!









not!be!suitable,!considering! that!nurses! in! the! field!are!constantly! tailoring!and!adapting! their!





be! allowed! flexibility! in! delivering! an! intervention.! At! the! same! time,! it! will! be! important! to!
track,! document! and! study! how! nursing! care! is! delivered! in! the! context! of! nonTstandardized!
interventions.!Future!interventions!should!offer!practicing!nurses!flexibility!to!make!appropriate!
decisions!based!on!clinical!judgment!and!the!needs!of!the!woman.!!
Support* Seeking.! Based! on! our! preliminary! findings! in! this! study! on! support! seeking,! we!
suggest!that!this!be!an!area!for!further!research.!Women!who!have!experienced!early!childhood!
adversity! and! dysfunctional! households!may! benefit! from! interventions! that! include! teaching!
and! encouraging!women! to! navigate! resources,! both! formal! and! informal,! in! order! empower!




are! associated!with! psychosocial! and! biobehavioral! adaptive! responses! in! pregnancy.! From! a!
psychosocial!perspective,!ELA!is!associated!with!depression!and!adult!stress.!From!a!behavioral!
perspective,! stress! and! depression! are! associated! with! poor! health! behaviors! (i.e.! smoking).!
From! a! biologic! perspective,! ELA,! stress! and! depression! are! all! associated! with! altered! HPA!
function.!!












the! relationship! between! life! course! stress! and! cortisol.! We! found! that! coping! (overall)! was!
associated! with! a! reduction! in! cortisol! levels! at! the! same! times! of! day! that! were! previously!





imperative! that! future! research! on! stress! and! depression! during! pregnancy! to! also! take! into!
account!women’s!history!of!ELA.!Women!with!ELA!may!be!a!unique!subTpopulation!of!women!
requiring!more! intensive!and!assertive!treatment.!The! integration!of!psychiatric!mental!health!
nurses! into! obstetric! care! settings! could! be! a! novel! way! to! not! only! improve! the! value! and!
outcome!of!care!for!women,!mothers!and!children,!and!may!also!reduce!various!costs!over!the!
longTterm!associated!with!preventable!outcomes,!such!as!pregnancy!interventions!(i.e.!Cesarean!


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Please complete this packet of questionnaires. Read the instructions on each questionnaire, and answer the 
questions to the best of your ability. All of the information you provide will be kept strictly confidential.  
 

























Research Study Contact:  
Crystal Epstein, Primary Investigator 
University of Nebraska Medical Center 
College of Nursing Science 
985330 Nebraska Medical Center 
Omaha, NE 68198-5330 
Office: 402.559.2268 
Email: crystal.epstein@unmc.edu 





































Name:  ______________________________           Address:  ___________________________ 
Your Date of Birth:  ____________________       ___________________________ 
Baby’s Date of Birth:  ___________________  Phone: _________________________ 
As you are pregnant or have recently had a baby, we would like to know how you are feeling.  Please check 
the answer that comes closest to how you have felt IN THE PAST 7 DAYS, not just how you feel today. 
Here is an example, already completed. 
I have felt happy: 
Yes, all the time 
Yes, most of the time This would mean:  “I have felt happy most of the time” during the past week. 
No, not very often Please complete the other questions in the same way. 
No, not at all 
In the past 7 days: 
1. I have been able to laugh and see the funny side of things *6.  Things have been getting on top of me 
As much as I always could Yes, most of the time I haven’t been able 
Not quite so much now to cope at all 
Definitely not so much now Yes, sometimes I haven’t been coping as well 
Not at all as usual 
2. I have looked forward with enjoyment to things No, I have been coping as well as ever 
As much as I ever did 
Rather less than I used to *7 I have been so unhappy that I have had difficulty sleeping 
Definitely less than I used to Yes, most of the time 
Hardly at all Yes, sometimes 
Not very often 
*3. I have blamed myself unnecessarily when things No, not at all 
went wrong 
Yes, most of the time *8 I have felt sad or miserable 
Yes, some of the time Yes, most of the time 
Not very often Yes, quite often 
No, never Not very often 
No, not at all 
4.    I have been anxious or worried for no good reason 
No, not at all *9 I have been so unhappy that I have been crying 
Hardly ever Yes, most of the time 
Yes, sometimes Yes, quite often 
Yes, very often Only occasionally 
No, never 
*5  I have felt scared or panicky for no very good reason 
Yes, quite a lot *10 The thought of harming myself has occurred to me 
Yes, sometimes Yes, quite often 
No, not much Sometimes 
No, not at all Hardly ever 
Never 
Administered/Reviewed by ________________________________    Date  ______________________________ 
1 Source: Cox, J.L., Holden, J.M., and Sagovsky, R. 1987.  Detection of postnatal depression: Development of the 10-item 
Edinburgh Postnatal Depression Scale.  British Journal of Psychiatry 150:782-786 . 
2 Source:  K. L. Wisner, B. L. Parry, C. M. Piontek, Postpartum Depression N Engl J Med vol. 347, No 3, July 18, 2002, 
194-199 
Users may reproduce the scale without further permission providing they respect copyright by quoting the names of the 
authors, the title and the source of the paper in all reproduced copies.























































































































































Age! .95! .01! 0.02! ;2.15! No!
Depression!score!total!(EPDS)! .95! .01! 2.39! 0.04! No!
Depression!score!total!(LnEPDS)! .95! .01! ;2.27! 0.10! Yes!
Prenatal!distress!(PDQ)! .98! .21! 0.90! ;0.86! Yes!
Health!practices!(HPQ;II)! .99! .61! ;0.82! ;0.99! Yes!
Pre;pregnancy!BMI! .91! .00! 3.71! 1.57! No!
Pregnancy!weight!gain! .96! .03! 2.57! 1.80! Yes!






Height!(m)! .99! .60! ;0.32! 0.51! Yes!
Lifetime!stress!count! .92! .00! 3.52! 1.62! No!
Lifetime!stress!severity! .89! .00! 4.37! 2.75! No!
Childhood!stress!count! .79! .00! 6.67! 7.51! No!
Childhood!stress!severity! .82! .00! 5.14! 2.91! No!
Adult!stress!count! .89! .00! 4.69! 4.38! No!
Adult!stress!severity! .87! .00! 5.56! 5.73! No!
Lifetime!stress!count!(sqrt)! .98! .50! 0.79! ;0.82! Yes!
Lifetime!stress!severity!(sqrt)! .99! .75! 0.91! ;0.11! Yes!
Childhood!stress!count!(sqrt)! .95! .01! 1.55! 0.01! Yes!
Childhood!stress!severity!(sqrt)! .96! .02! 1.24! ;0.86! Yes!
Adult!stress!count!(sqrt)! .99! .70! 0.41! 0.49! Yes!
Adult!stress!severity!(sqrt)! .99! .61! 0.84! 0.58! Yes!
Length!of!gestation! .88! .00! ;5.54! 6.92! No!
Birth!weight!(g)! .96! .02! ;1.91! 2.33! Yes!
Birth!length!(cm)! .94! .00! ;1.85! 5.15! Yes!
Head!circumference!(in)! .91! .00! ;4.06! 6.34! Yes!
Gestation!age!at!cortisol!sampling! .97! .08! 1.31! 1.75! Yes!
Average!daily!awake!time! .95! .01! ;1.19! 0.78! Yes!
Awake!(Ln)! .98! .52! 0.86! 2.10! Yes!
Awake!+30!min!(Ln)! .96! .02! ;1.13! 4.26! Yes!
Lunch!(~12:30!p.m.)!(Ln)! .99! .72! ;0.14! ;0.62! Yes!
Dinner!(~6:30!p.m.)!(Ln)! .99! .91! 0.52! 0.43! Yes!
Bedtime!(~10:30!p.m.)!(Ln)! .98! .49! 1.52! 0.47! Yes!











Slope!awake!to!bedtime!(Ln)! .98! .28! 1.53! ;0.30( Yes(
Slope!CAR!to!bedtime!(Ln)! .96! .02! 2.39! 1.94! Yes!
AUCg!(Ln)! .98! .56! 1.17! 0.72( Yes(
AUCi!from!bedtime!(Ln)! .98! .30! ;0.55! ;0.83( Yes(
AUCi!from!low!value!(Ln)! .99! .87! 0.27! ;0.12( Yes(
Awake! .82! .00! 8.16! 16.28! No!
Awake!+30!min! .83! .00! 8.24! 21.14( No(
Lunch!(~12:30!p.m.)! .93! .00! 2.87! 0.21! No!
Dinner!(~6:30!p.m.)( .87( .00( 5.99( 8.03( No(
Bedtime!(~10:30!p.m.)( .85( .00( 6.20( 7.79( No!
Cortisol!awakening!response( .84( .00( ;3.74( 15.59( No!
Slope!awake!to!bedtime! .88! .00! ;6.27! 11.31! No!
Slope!CAR!to!bedtime! .87! .00! ;6.29! 15.59! No!
AUCg! .88! .00! 5.65! 7.94! No!
AUCi!from!bedtime! .93! .00! 4.14! 6.99! No!
AUCi!from!low!value! .90! .00! 5.34! 9.73! No!
Active!coping!scale! .97! .12! ;1.26! ;0.52! Yes!
Disengaged!coping!scale! .86! .00! 3.43! 2.32! No!
Positive!coping!scale! .97! .14! ;0.91! ;1.08! Yes!
Negative!coping!scale! .89! .00! 3.96! 2.85! No!






































PreHpregnancy$BMI$ .16$ .14$ .19$ .18$ .15$ .10$
Pregnancy$weight$gain$ H.12$ H.08$ H.16$ H.11$ H.09$ H.06$



















Drank$alcohol$ .09$ .02$ .04$ H.04$ .10$ .06$
Total$prenatal$care$visits$ H.20$ H.18$ H.12$ H.12$ H.19$ H.17$
Percent$of$prenatal$care$visits$
recommended$
.01$ .07$ .07$ .09$ H.04$ .01$
Adequate$prenatal$care$ H.08$ .00$ H.09$ H.06$ H.03$ .01$
Inadequate$prenatal$care$ H.16$ H.19$ H.09$ H.11$ H.16$ H.16$
























































Health$practices$(HPQHII)$ .16$ H.04$ .00$ .07$ .13$ H.10$ .19$ H.03$ .18$ H.03$ .11$
PreHpregnancy$BMI$ H.10$ .21$ H.01$ .03$ H.11$ .08$ H.06$ H.04$ .06$ H.18$ H.25
*
$
Pregnancy$weight$gain$ .13$ .09$ .10$ .12$ H.09$ .11$ .30
*
$ .23$ .16$ H.04$ .08$
Appropriate$pregnancy$
weight$gain$
.05$ H.10$ H.15$ H.05$ .22$ H.23$ H.14$ H.05$ H.11$ .10$ H.09$
Smoked$during$
pregnancy$
H.14$ .11$ .03$ .02$ H.21$ .11$ H.06$ H.05$ .24$ H.04$ H.04$
Continued$smoking$
during$pregnancy$
H.09$ H.07$ H.11$ .00$ H.18$ .24$ H.11$ H.27
*

























$ .16$ .09$ .03$ .01$ .03$ H.20$ .14$ .09$ .22$





.23$ .09$ H.22$ H.26
*
$ .08$ .08$ H.01$ .18$ H.17$ H.14$ H.15$


















$ Lifetime$ Childhood$ Adult$
$ Count$ Severity$ Count$ Severity$ Count$ Severity$
Length$of$gestation$ .01$ H.05$ .07$ .03$ H.05$ H.09$
<$37$weeks$ H.08$ H.11$ H.05$ H.07$ H.07$ H.14$
<$39$weeks$ H.21$ H.12$ H.19$ H.14$ H.17$ H.06$














Sex$of$baby$ H.01$ .01$ .09$ .13$ .00$ .03$
Birth$weight$(g)$ H.12$ H.09$ H.08$ H.07$ H.13$ H.09$
Birth$length$(cm)$ H.24$ H.27
*





Head$circumference$(in)$ H.03$ H.05$ H.19$ H.23$ .03$ .04$
APGAR$1$minute$ .12$ .11$ .01$ .03$ .16$ .11$


































Gestation$age$at$cortisol$sampling$ .03$ H.04$ .00$ H.02$ .05$ H.03$
Average$daily$awake$time$ .07$ .05$ H.01$ H.05$ .13$ .12$
Awake$(Ln)$ .16$ .11$ .20$ .12$ .13$ .10$
Awake$+30$min$(Ln)$ .27*& .25*& .38**& .29*& .17$ .17$
Afternoon$(~12:30$p.m.)$(Ln)$ .03$ H.01$ .11$ .03$ H.02$ H.06$
Evening$(~6:30$p.m.)$(Ln)$ .25$ .20$ .15$ .09$ .19$ .16$
Bedtime$(~10:30$p.m.)$(Ln)$ .30*& .22$ .11$ .05$ .28*$ .21$
Cortisol$awakening$response$(Ln)$ .11$ .16$ .19$ .19$ .03$ .08$
Slope$awake$to$bedtime$(Ln)$ .14$ .10$ H.08$ H.06$ .16$ .11$
Slope$CAR$to$bedtime$(Ln)$ .07$ .00$ H.20$ H.19$ .14$ .07$
AUCg$(Ln)$ .24$ .18$ .20$ .10$ .20$ .15$
AUCi$from$bedtime$(Ln)$ H.14$ H.10$ .10$ .07$ H.19$ H.15$











$ Lifetime$ Childhood$ Adult$
$ Count$ Severity$ Count$ Severity$ Count$ Severity$
Gestation$age$at$cortisol$sampling$ .08$ .03$ .01$ H.02$ .09$ .04$
Average$daily$awake$time$ .04$ .01$ .03$ .00$ .02$ .04$
Awake$ .05$ .00$ .16$ .08$ H.02$ H.02$
Awake$+30$min$ .24$ .18$ .33**& .26*& .14$ .08$
Afternoon$(~12:30$p.m.)$ .03$ H.04$ .10$ .01$ H.05$ H.09$
Evening$(~6:30$p.m.)$ .18$ .11$ .12$ .07$ .12$ .09$
Bedtime$(~10:30$p.m.)$ .26*& .15$ .08$ .03$ .22$ .13$
Cortisol$awakening$response$ .05$ .07$ .12$ .12$ H.01$ H.02$
Slope$awake$to$bedtime$ .03$ .04$ H.14$ H.08$ .08$ .04$
Slope$CAR$to$bedtime$ H.10$ H.09$ !.29*& !.25*& .00$ .00$
AUCg$ .19$ .11$ .20$ .11$ .10$ .04$
AUCi$from$bedtime$ H.06$ H.09$ .18$ .11$ H.14$ H.13$





























































































































































































































Physical$Health$$ H.07$ H.02$ .14$ H.03$ H.02$ .08$ .30
*











Mental$Health$$ H.12$ .12$ .16$ H.02$ H.19$ .15$ .28
*











Total$Count$of$Stressors$ .03$ .07$ .16$ .27
*
$ .03$ .25$ .30
*





Total$Severity$of$Stressors$H.04$ .05$ .11$ .25
*









$ .06$ .19$ .15$ .26
*







.02$ .12$ .12$ .28
*





H.05$ .06$ .10$ .24$ .02$ .23$ .29
*







H.02$ .05$ .12$ .25
*














Prenatal$H$Total$Count$ .11$ H.03$ .14$ .10$ .07$ .15$ .14$ H.07$ .00$ .04$ .11$ H.06$ H.14$ .37
**
$ H.24$
Early$Adversity$ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $
Total$Count$ .00$ H.01$ .20$ .38
**













$ .14$ H.05$ H.14$ .31
*
$ .06$ .00$ .24$ H.21$
Count$of$Chronic$
Difficulties$
.00$ .08$ .12$ .27
*
$ H.02$ .01$ .01$ .17$ H.08$ H.18$ .09$ .08$ .00$ .34
**
$ H.19$
Adulthood$H$Total$Count$ .05$ .13$ .13$ .17$ H.02$ .19$ .28
*











Housing$ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $













Chronic$Difficulties$ H.02$ .09$ .11$ .21$ H.03$ .22$ .29
*































































































































































































































Education$ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $


































Total$Count$ H.02$ .08$ .09$ .13$ H.09$ .02$ .04$ .03$ H.03$ H.05$ .03$ H.05$ H.04$ .22$ H.41
**
$
Work$ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $
Acute$Life$Events$ .15$ H.03$ H.07$ .03$ H.20$ H.13$ .01$ .13$ .06$ H.03$ H.12$ H.16$ H.05$ .05$ H.17$
Chronic$Difficulties$ H.07$ .09$ H.05$ H.06$ H.13$ .02$ .02$ H.01$ .09$ .09$ H.04$ H.09$ H.07$ .20$ H.06$
Total$Count$ H.03$ .04$ H.07$ H.03$ H.16$ H.06$ H.01$ .06$ .08$ .03$ H.08$ H.10$ H.04$ .15$ H.11$
Treatment/Health$ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $
Acute$Life$Events$ .12$ H.07$ .05$ .19$ .05$ .04$ .14$ .16$ .07$ H.04$ .10$ H.05$ H.08$ .15$ H.06$
$ Chronic$Difficulties$ .07$ H.06$ .22$ .32
**
$ .04$ .05$ .05$ .10$ H.16$ H.22$ .09$ .05$ .05$ .22$ .02$
Total$Count$ .12$ H.04$ .22$ .36
**
$ .07$ .06$ .11$ .14$ H.11$ H.20$ .15$ .04$ .02$ .22$ H.02$
Marital/Partner$ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $
Acute$Life$Events$ .06$ .10$ .16$ .02$ .04$ .19$ .26
*





Chronic$Difficulties$ H.09$ .15$ .00$ .06$ H.08$ .03$ .06$ .07$ .07$ .04$ .05$ H.09$ H.15$ .35
**
$ H.16$





Reproduction$ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $




$ H.22$ .10$ H.04$ H.10$ H.21$ .00$ .03$ .09$ H.10$
Chronic$Difficulties$ .13$ .07$ H.02$ .06$ .02$ H.02$ H.04$ .10$ .00$ H.06$ .06$ .11$ .14$ .02$ .17$
Total$Count$ .13$ .24
*




$ H.22$ .15$ H.04$ H.13$ H.14$ .07$ .11$ .09$ .03$
Financial$ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $
Acute$Life$Events$ H.16$ .01$ .04$ .16$ H.03$ .07$ .16$ .14$ .10$ .01$ .07$ H.13$ .05$ .08$ H.28
*
$




$ .03$ .14$ .12$ .27
*






























































































































































































































Acute$Life$Events$ .05$ .08$ .04$ .10$ .05$ .14$ .11$ .07$ .07$ .03$ .16$ .03$ H.03$ .03$ H.33
**
$
Chronic$Difficulties$ H.09$ H.08$ H.15$ H.12$ H.09$ H.06$ H.11$ .05$ .03$ .00$ H.14$ .00$ .00$ .13$ H.09$
$ Total$Count$ H.01$ .05$ H.03$ .03$ .02$ .11$ .06$ .08$ .08$ .04$ .10$ .03$ H.03$ .10$ H.37
**
$
Other&Relationships& $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $
Acute$Life$Events$ .03$ .08$ .10$ .09$ .01$ .21$ .18$ H.02$ .09$ .11$ .15$ H.08$ H.11$ .14$ H.08$
Chronic$Difficulties$ H.10$ .12$ .11$ .24$ .04$ .16$ .17$ .14$ .07$ H.02$ .20$ H.02$ H.09$ .50
**
$ H.23$
Total$Count$ H.06$ .13$ .09$ .22$ .02$ .20$ .20$ .15$ .11$ .02$ .21$ H.05$ H.13$ .48
**
$ H.21$
Death$ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $
































Total$Count$ .02$ H.17$ .04$ .12$ .09$ .22$ .21$ .10$ .11$ .05$ .14$ H.08$ H.12$ .19$ H.09$
Life!Threatening&
Situations&
$ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $
Acute$Life$Events$ H.10$ H.04$ .23$ .21$ .10$ .14$ .25
*





Chronic$Difficulties$ H.05$ H.09$ .10$ .05$ H.04$ .09$ .20$ H.07$ .07$ .11$ .04$ H.21$ H.23$ .26
*
$ H.15$
Total$Count$ H.11$ H.08$ .20$ .18$ .08$ .14$ .25
*





Possessions& $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $














































Interpersonal&Loss& $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $
Acute$Life$Events$ H.02$ H.03$ .09$ .07$ .02$ .21$ .22$ H.04$ .11$ .14$ .14$ H.12$ H.15$ .36
**
$ H.18$

























































































































































































































$ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $
Acute$Life$Events$ H.01$ .03$ .21$ .24$ .05$ .16$ .33
**







Chronic$Difficulties$ .00$ .05$ .06$ .20$ H.07$ .12$ .26
*
$ .16$ .18$ .08$ .14$ H.20$ H.19$ .19$ H.26
*
$
Total$Count$ H.01$ .04$ .18$ .24$ .00$ .13$ .31
*





Humiliation& $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $





Chronic$Difficulties$ H.04$ .19$ H.01$ .16$ H.02$ .13$ .21$ .21$ .22$ .10$ .18$ H.13$ H.20$ .35
**
$ H.11$
Total$Count$ .05$ .16$ .04$ .14$ H.01$ .15$ .25
*





































Chronic$Difficulties$ H.04$ .06$ .18$ .21$ .05$ .21$ .14$ .02$ H.02$ H.03$ .20$ .04$ .02$ .48
**
$ H.24$
Total$Count$ H.04$ .06$ .18$ .21$ .05$ .21$ .14$ .02$ H.02$ H.03$ .20$ .04$ .02$ .48
**
$ H.24$
Role&Change/Reversal& $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $

















Chronic$Difficulties$ .09$ H.08$ .05$ .17$ H.08$ .01$ H.04$ .15$ H.09$ H.18$ H.04$ .03$ .03$ .29
*
$ .05$
































































































































































































































































































































Physical$Health$$ H.05$ H.06$ .10$ H.07$ .00$ H.02$ .24$ H.28
*


























Total$Count$of$Stressors$ .08$ .04$ .05$ .24$ .03$ .18$ .26
*


















Count$of$Acute$Life$Events$ .08$ H.03$ .01$ .20$ .05$ .19$ .31
*






















































Early&Adversity$ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $
Total$Count$ .01$ .03$ .16$ .33
**
$ .10$ .12$ .08$ .12$ H.14$ H.29
*




























Count$of$Chronic$Difficulties$ .03$ .09$ .11$ .26
*






















Housing$ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $









Chronic$Difficulties$ H.05$ .07$ .04$ .23$ H.02$ .17$ .27
*









Total$Count$ H.06$ .06$ H.07$ .14$ H.03$ .18$ .25
*









Education$ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $











Chronic$Difficulties$ .$ .$ .$ .$ .$ .$ .$ .$ .$ .$ .$ .$ .$ .$ .$ .$ .$ .$ .$





Work$ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $
Acute$Life$Events$ .15$ H.05$ H.08$ .06$ H.22$ H.14$ .01$ .11$ .04$ H.08$ H.08$ H.15$ H.12$ .01$ .13$ .14$ .11$ .21$ H.17$





Total$Count$ H.02$ .04$ H.07$ H.05$ H.16$ H.09$ H.03$ H.03$ .03$ .02$ H.09$ H.13$ H.12$ .05$ .20$ .23$ .18$ .25
*
$ H.10$
Treatment/Health$ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $
Acute$Life$Events$ .15$ H.12$ H.01$ .22$ .02$ .00$ .14$ .14$ .00$ H.17$ .11$ H.02$ H.02$ .15$ .29
*













































































































































































































































































































Chronic$Difficulties$ .15$ .05$ .15$ .30
*
$ H.01$ .04$ H.01$ .07$ H.15$ H.31
*
$ .15$ .11$ .14$ .40
**
$ .22$ .23$ .23$ .28
*
$ .01$
Total$Count$ .20$ H.02$ .14$ .35
**
$ .05$ .06$ .10$ .11$ H.14$ H.33
**











Marital/Partner$ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $
Acute$Life$Events$ .13$ .08$ .12$ .05$ H.01$ .12$ .19$ H.26
*























Reproduction$ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $




$ H.24$ .08$ .05$ .07$ H.25
*
$ H.15$ H.19$ H.02$ .07$ .09$ .08$ .04$ H.11$
Chronic$Difficulties$ .17$ .07$ H.03$ .05$ .03$ H.04$ H.06$ .14$ .03$ H.04$ .04$ .03$ .06$ .04$ H.02$ .07$ .06$ .13$ .17$






$ .15$ .06$ .03$ H.18$ H.10$ H.12$ .01$ .04$ .13$ .10$ .13$ .03$
Financial$ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $









$ .06$ .03$ H.07$ .26
*






















Legal/Crime$ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $
Acute$Life$Events$ .11$ .07$ H.12$ .11$ .02$ .10$ .08$ .17$ .17$ H.02$ .11$ .05$ .03$ H.15$ .08$ H.01$ H.03$ .05$ H.26
*
$
Chronic$Difficulties$ H.06$ H.10$ H.18$ H.16$ H.12$ H.09$ H.10$ .00$ .10$ .12$ H.18$ H.12$ H.14$ .09$ .05$ .15$ .14$ .09$ H.08$
Total$Count$ .02$ .03$ H.19$ .01$ H.02$ .06$ .03$ .13$ .21$ .05$ .02$ H.01$ H.03$ H.07$ .12$ .10$ .08$ .12$ H.32
**
$
Other&Relationships$ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $
Acute$Life$Events$ H.01$ .03$ .09$ .17$ H.01$ .17$ .12$ H.05$ .01$ H.09$ .14$ .00$ .03$ H.20$ .05$ .18$ .16$ .20$ H.06$














Death$ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $
Acute$Life$Events$ .04$ H.18$ H.02$ .14$ .06$ .16$ .13$ .10$ .05$ H.05$ .16$ .00$ .03$ H.08$ H.03$ .17$ .20$ .16$ H.04$
Chronic$Difficulties$ .$ .$ .$ .$ .$ .$ .$ .$ .$ .$ .$ .$ .$ .$ .$ .$ .$ .$ .$
Total$Count$ .04$ H.18$ H.02$ .14$ .06$ .16$ .13$ .10$ .05$ H.05$ .16$ .00$ .03$ H.08$ H.03$ .17$ .20$ .16$ H.04$
LifeDThreatening&Situations$ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $































































































































































































































































































































Possessions$ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $
Acute$Life$Events$ .16$ .06$ .10$ .18$ .01$ .16$ .16$ .11$ .02$ H.09$ .17$ H.06$ H.01$ .04$ H.02$ .03$ .01$ .02$ H.02$
Chronic$Difficulties$ .$ .$ .$ .$ .$ .$ .$ .$ .$ .$ .$ .$ .$ .$ .$ .$ .$ .$ .$














Interpersonal&Loss$ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $























Physical&Danger$ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $
Acute$Life$Events$ .01$ .00$ .11$ .22$ .04$ .10$ .28
*









Chronic$Difficulties$ .02$ .04$ H.03$ .19$ H.10$ .07$ .22$ .11$ .09$ H.08$ .11$ H.14$ H.10$ H.16$ .01$ .14$ .19$ .18$ H.21$
Total$Count$ .02$ .01$ .08$ .22$ .00$ .08$ .27
*









Humiliation$ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $

























Entrapment$ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $
Acute$Life$Events$ .$ .$ .$ .$ .$ .$ .$ .$ .$ .$ .$ .$ .$ .$ .$ .$ .$ .$ .$


















Role&Change/Reversal$ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $
Acute$Life$Events$ H.03$ .02$ H.06$ .18$ .09$ .24$ .27
*































































.19$ H.19$ H.24$ H.31
*
$ H.11$ H.04$ H.20$ H.13$ .11$ H.03$ H.11$
Average$daily$awake$
time$
.02$ H.13$ H.07$ H.19$ H.01$ H.14$ .02$ .15$ .00$ H.05$ .08$
Awake$(Ln)$ H.05$ H.05$ .08$ .25
*





$ H.04$ H.12$ .03$ .20$ .14$ .11$ .23$ .13$
Afternoon$(~12:30$
p.m.)$(Ln)$
H.05$ H.17$ .14$ .16$ .14$ .08$ H.06$ H.08$ H.18$ .11$ .04$
Evening$(~6:30$p.m.)$
(Ln)$
.07$ H.08$ H.13$ .18$ .13$ H.02$ .03$ H.03$ H.01$ H.08$ H.15$
Bedtime$(~10:30$p.m.)$
(Ln)$









$ H.22$ !.30*& .11$ H.04$ .07$ .13$ .11$
Slope$awake$to$
bedtime$(Ln)$
.12$ .01$ H.20$ H.30
*
$ .00$ !.27*& H.04$ .02$ .03$ H.15$ .05$
Slope$CAR$to$bedtime$
(Ln)$
H.01$ .14$ .05$ H.07$ .21$ H.04$ H.18$ .01$ H.09$ H.16$ H.02$










$ .05$ .00$ H.12$ H.06$ .07$ H.06$ .02$ .19$ .08$
Awake$ H.05$ H.05$ .08$ .25
*





$ H.04$ H.12$ .03$ .20$ .14$ .11$ .23$ .13$
Afternoon$(~12:30$
p.m.)$






























Evening$(~6:30$p.m.)$ .07$ H.08$ H.13$ .18$ .13$ H.02$ .03$ H.03$ H.01$ H.08$ H.15$









$ H.24$ !.27*& .14$ .00$ .15$ .11$ .08$
Slope$awake$to$
bedtime$
.07$ .05$ H.14$ H.29
*
$ H.09$ !.27*& H.03$ H.09$ .03$ H.14$ .07$
Slope$CAR$to$bedtime$ H.11$ .28
*
$ .22$ H.03$ .20$ H.02$ H.23$ H.08$ H.15$ H.23$ H.08$
AUCg$ .00$ H.20$ H.09$ .07$ .02$ .01$ .02$ .03$ H.05$ .19$ .10$
AUCi$from$bedtime$ .03$ H.29
*
$ H.02$ .13$ H.02$ .00$ .05$ H.09$ H.05$ .21$ .09$
AUCi$from$low$value$ .02$ H.29
*
$ H.04$ .12$ H.07$ .02$ .09$ H.03$ H.01$ .26
*
$ .15$
*.$Correlation$is$significant$at$the$0.05$level$(2Htailed).$
**.$Correlation$is$significant$at$the$0.01$level$(2Htailed).$
$
$
229#
#
Appendix(H(Qualitative(Interview(Guide(
In#our#previous#visits#together#you#have#filled#out#some#forms#and#questionnaires,#and#we’ve#done#an#
interview#in#which#I#had#some#specific#questions#for#you.#Today#is#going#to#be#a#little#different.#The#
purpose#of#the#interview#today#is#for#me#to#get#a#better#understanding#of#what#your#life#is#like#overall—a#
bigger#picture#perspective#of#you.#Would#it#be#ok#with#you#if#I#recorded#today’s#interview#so#that#I#can#
remember#what#you#said#today?##
#
Feel#free#to#start#wherever#you#would#like…#
# [women#typically#mention#a#few#circumstances#of#interest,#and#I#ask#a#few#general#probes]#
# What#was#that#like#for#you?##
# How#did#you#handle#that?#
# Tell#me#more#about#what#you#mean#by…#
# So#if#I#am#understanding#you#right….#
# You#mentioned#earlier….,#but#you#also#said…[confrontation#used#sparingly#and#carefully]#
#
[The#following#topics#are#also#addressed#at#some#point,#in#a#way#that#flows#with#the#rest#of#the#interview]#
PREGNANCY((
What#has#this#pregnancy#been#like#for#you?#
# Are#there#things#you#are#excited#about?#
# Are#there#things#that#have#worried#you?##
# How#do#you#feel#overall#about#being#pregnant?#
# Are#there#things#that#have#been#hard#to#deal#with?##
# In#what#specific#ways#have#you#tried#to#cope#with…#(the#stated#difficulties)?##
(
HEALTH(
How#do#you#define#health?#
Are#there#any#ways#that#you#have#thought#about#your#health#differently#now#that#you#are#pregnant?###
Are#there#any#specific#changes#or#goals#you#are#trying#to#make#towards#your#health?#
(
CHILDHOOD((
Would#you#describe#your#childhood#as#easy,#difficult,#or#both?##
What#about#your#childhood#made#it#easy#or#difficult?##
How#would#you#describe#your#relationship#with#your#mother#(or#primary#caregiver)?##
In#what#ways#do#you#want#your#baby’s#childhood#to#be#the#same#as#yours?#Different#from#yours?#
In#what#ways#do#you#want#to#be#like#your#mother/primary#caregiver?#Different#from#your#mother?#
#
MOTIVATIONAL,(FUTURECORIENTED(GOAL(PLANNING(
Thinking#about#your#life#right#now:#the#place#where#you#live,#your#neighborhood,#your#job,#your#income,#
your#relationships,#your#health.#Are#there#things#about#your#life#right#now#that#you#hope#will#be#different#
in#one#year#from#now?#Five#years#from#now?##
What#are#the#things#that#you#will#need#to#do#between#now#and#then#to#reach#those#goals?##
Have#you#made#any#specific#plans#to#reach#those#goals?##
